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Synopsis
This thesis concerns the study of crystallisation kinetics and aging process of
polycaprolactone (PCL) using thermal analysis techniques; differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) and 2D infra-red
correlation spectroscopy (2D-FTIR).
DSC has been used to characterise the crystallisation kinetics of PCL under
isothermal and non-isothermal conditions and analysed using the Avrami equation and
Ozawa equation respectively.

It has been found that isothermal crystallisation

illustrates crystal growth via pre-determined spheres but the Ozawa equation was found
to be unsuitable as a method of analysis of non-isothermal crystallisation, producing
parameters of little meaning and suggesting crystallisation via an undetermined
mechanism.

It has also been suggested that at high cooling rates, non-isothermal

conditions may exhibit isothermal growth mechanisms.
FTIR has been used to study the secondary crystallisation kinetics of PCL, as
this technique has been found to be more effective for this purpose than DSC. It was
found that changes in band position and intensity occur during crystallisation, most
notably in the carbonyl peak, in which the amorphous band located at 1735 cm-1 reduces
in intensity simultaneously with an increase in the crystalline band at 1725 cm-1. This
has been analysed using 2D-FTIR and has shown to exhibit an angel pattern,
confirming the presence of overlapping bands attributed to amorphous and crystalline
components. This recognition was used as an indication that the absorption could be
used to measure fractional crystallinity and hence analyse crystallisation kinetics.

The study of crystallisation has identified two consecutive processes which have
been attributed to primary and secondary crystallisation. Modified versions of the
Avrami equation have been applied and n values of 3.0 ± 0.4 for primary and 1.0 ± 0.2
for secondary were deduced.

These have been attributed to the growth and

impingement of spherulites and the thickening of lamellae in a one-dimensional growth
respectively.

It has also been found that primary crystallisation was initiated by

secondary nucleation in Regime I, as outlined by Hoffman & Lauritzen. Secondary
crystallisation was found to be initiated in Regime II.
The most significant section of work has been the study of aging within PCL.
Secondary crystallisation has been found to develop over time, with the effects of this
exhibited in the melting endotherm. The stem length was also found to increase with
the square root of time, and this has led to the suggestion that secondary crystallisation
is a diffusion controlled process, with crystal growth becoming restricted as
entanglements diffuse away from the growth face. It has also been suggested that this
diffusion mechanism is that of reptation.
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Chapter 1. – Introduction
1.1 Polycaprolactone (PCL)

Polycaprolactone is a biodegradable, thermoplastic, semi-crystalline polyester
with a glass transition temperature (Tg) about -60°C and a melting temperature (Tm) of
60°C [1]. The chemical structure is shown in Figure 1.1. Although polycaprolactone is
a fully biodegradable material it is not produced from renewable raw materials, but is
derived from the distillation products of crude oil, in particular cyclohexene.

Figure 1.1 – Chemical structure of polycaprolactone

There are two main ways of producing polycaprolactone, as described in the
literature;

the

polycondensation

of

a

hydroxycarboxylic

acid,

namely

6-

hydroxyhexanoic acid, and by the ring-opening polymerisation (ROP) of the lactone; ɛcaprolactone (ɛ-CL).

Polycondensation is a form of step-growth polymerisation

whereby a polymer is formed by the addition of two monomer units and the elimination
of a small molecule. The condensation process releases water as a by-product and this
eliminates the need for a catalyst. The reaction is rarely described in detail but this
preparation of PCL has been carried out by Braud et al [2] from 6-hydroxyhexanoic acid
producing the polymer under vacuum to shift the equilibrium towards the production of
the polymer.
1

ROP is the preferred route for synthesis of the polymer since it produces higher
molecular weight and lower polydispersity.

ROP is an example of chain-growth

polymerisation whereby the terminal end of the polymer acts as an active centre, and
further cyclic monomers add to form a longer chain through ionic propagation. There
are four main mechanisms for the ROP of lactones, which depend on the catalyst used;
anionic, cationic, monomer-activated and coordination insertion ROP. However, the
process can cause loss of control of the polymerisation, as well as a broadening of
polydispersity, due to chain transfer steps by both inter- and intra- molecular
transesterification occurring. These reactions generally occur at the later stages of the
polymerisation and particularly at higher temperatures [3].
Due to its biodegradability and biocompatibility polycaprolactone is a popular
material for use in bio-applications. It has been used as a biodegradable packaging
material and since it is biodegraded by microorganisms it can be composted or added to
landfill. It can also be degraded by hydrolysis in physiological conditions, and so has
been approved for use in the human body as part of a long-term drug delivery system
(particularly contraceptive delivery), sutures and tissue scaffolds [4]. Polycaprolactone
is especially useful for applications involving the controlled release of bioactive
molecules such as growth factors, hormones and extended residence supports for cell
growth and tissue development.
It is a partially crystalline polymer and since its glass transition temperature is
well below ambient it is always crystalline. Its properties depend on the degree of
crystallinity and are sensitive to thermal history and processing conditions.
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1.2 Degree of Crystallinity
The degree of crystallinity of a polymer is an important factor in determining how
a polymer is used, as it influences morphology and mechanical properties.
Crystallinity can be influenced by several factors. The symmetry of a polymer
affects its ability to form crystallites, with linear symmetrical chains enabling greater
close-packing of the chains and therefore increasing crystallinity. Large irregular units
such as phenyl groups and cis-double bonds encourage bending in the chains making
close-packing more difficult. Intermolecular bonding is another factor affecting the
degree of crystallinity. Chains that are closely packed allow Van der Waals forces to
act between the chains and provide additional stability within the polymer. Chains
containing polar groups can be held rigid and aligned by dipole-dipole interactions and
polymers containing hydrogen bonds also show greatly enhanced levels of crystallinity.
Levels of crystallinity can also be improved by increased tacticity, as this enables
flexible chains to form regular helices and encourage close-packing of the chains.
Large pendant groups are more rigid and prevent this close-packing, so reducing the
crystallinity.
Finally, crystallinity can be increased when chains exhibit limited levels of
branching. Higher levels of chain branching reduces the packing efficiency and so
reduces crystallinity.
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1.3 Mechanism of Crystallisation
Crystallisation is the process by which an ordered structure is produced from a
disordered phase, usually a liquid. The maximum rate of crystallisation occurs half way
between the glass transition temperature (Tg) and the melting point (Tm) and cannot
occur either side of this range due to the fact that the chains are not mobile enough to
reorganise and fold (below the Tg), or the fact that the polymer is liquid above Tm, [5].
Usually, bulk crystallised polymers will achieve between 10-80% crystallinity;
complete crystallinity within polymers is very rarely achieved, as the chains cannot
completely untangle and align properly during a finite period of cooling [6]. The
overall rate of crystallisation and degree of crystallinity can be determined by external
factors such as cooling rate or crystallisation temperature, as well as factors described
above in section 1.2. Higher levels of crystallinity lead to improvements in mechanical
properties, e.g. tensile strength and rigidity but can lead to brittle failure.
Crystallisation involves two processes, nucleation and growth.

Nuclei form

within small regions of the randomly organised entangled molecules in the melt and
alignment of clusters of these produce small crystallites.

This is encouraged by

intramolecular forces and secondary valence forces, aiding close-packing and an
ordered three-dimensional structure [7]. These potential crystals can either grow or
dissipate into the disordered melt. However once the particles are larger than a ‘critical
size’ by the accumulation of further chain segments [8] they become stable and nucleate
the crystallisation.
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1.3.1

Nucleation

Nucleation

can

occur

either

by

the

homogeneous

mechanism,

or

heterogeneously; homogeneous nucleation is a spontaneous process whereby small
nuclei are developed randomly within the melt but heterogeneous nucleation is
artificially induced by foreign bodies such as dust particles or other impurities and is the
form of nucleation seen most often in polymer crystallisation.

It is more

thermodynamically favoured over homogeneous nucleation with heterogeneous
nucleation occurring at lower degrees of super-cooling. The number of nuclei formed is
temperature dependent, with low degrees of super-cooling producing fewer larger nuclei
and higher degrees of super-cooling forming many smaller nuclei so a large number of
spherulites may be achieved [8].
An important driving force in polymer crystallisation is the Gibbs free energy
difference between the solid and the liquid, ΔG, which is temperature dependent,
ΔG = ΔH – TΔS

Equation 1.1

where ΔH is the enthalpy of crystallisation, T is the thermodynamic temperature and ΔS
is the entropy difference between solid and liquid.
At the melting point, Tm, ΔG = 0 and
Tm = ΔH/ ΔS

Equation 1.2

Above Tm, ΔG >0 and crystallisation cannot occur while below Tm, ΔG < 0
crystallisation will occur if there is a mechanism by which it can occur.

As the

temperature decreases further from Tm, ΔG becomes more negative and the driving
force for crystallisation increases.
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The initial production of nuclei from the melt is called primary nucleation and
begins by the packing of a few molecules to form a small critical size crystal. During
this process there is a change in free energy as the crystal surface forms, which has a
positive surface energy, causing ΔGf the free energy of formation of the nucleus to
increase. When the nuclei is small the surface-to-volume ratio is high, and so the value
of ΔG increases due to the relative importance of the surface free energy. As the nuclei
grows, the surface-to-volume ratio decreases and so there is a critical size of nuclei at
which the value of ΔGf will start to decrease and decrease further as the nucleus grows.
A schematic diagram of this and for the critical nucleus is given in Figure 1.2.

+ve

Critical Size
Critical size

ΔG

Nucleus size

0
Stable
nucleus

-ve

Figure 1.2 – Schematic diagram of the change in free energy during nucleation

The development of the nucleus can be separated into three stages; the first
(primary nucleation), as already mentioned, describes the initial forming of a nuclei.
Secondary nucleation defines the building up of a new layer of material on the growth
face of the crystal and determines the rate at which the crystal grows. Secondary
nucleation has a lower free energy than primary since it nucleates a pre-existing surface
and the surface-to-volume ratio is correspondingly lower. There is less new surface area
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added compared to the creation of the new nucleus and the free energy barrier of the
process is lower. Tertiary nucleation occurs along an existing crystal edge and has the
lowest free energy value due to the surface to volume ratio being even smaller.
1.3.2

Crystal Growth

The temperature dependence of nucleation is illustrated by the variation in the
half-life (t1/2) with increasing crystallisation temperature, which is attributed to the
competition between nucleation and growth. A study by Zhang & Zeng in 1993 [9]
found that the nucleation rate dropped as crystallisation temperature increased, enabling
faster crystallisation at lower crystallisation temperatures, and a reduced half-life.
Growth occurs from secondary nucleation of the crystal growth faces and
depending on the geometric shape of the crystals growth will develop in 1-, 2- or 3dimensions, i.e. as rods, discs, spheres or more complex structures. Polymers usually
crystallise from the melt as branching lamellae in which the polymer chain segments
align perpendicular to the base. The initial nucleus starts as a single lamella which by
continuous and frequent branching develops a spherical contour; the whole aggregate
being called a spherulite. The spherulites grow radially and linearly with time until they
impinge with neighbouring ones.
r = vt

Equation 1.3

where r is the spherulite radius, v is the growth rate and t is time. The growth rate is
strongly dependent on temperature and increases with decreasing temperature from the
melting point, i.e the degree of super-cooling up to a maximum value, after which it
decreases to zero as the glass temperature is approached.. The presence of a peak in
growth rate occurs due to the combination of two competing factors; the
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thermodynamic drive for crystallising increases as crystallisation temperature decreases
and an increase in melt viscosity which makes transport of material to the growth face
increasingly more difficult.
As a result of these effects, at high crystallisation temperatures close to the
melting temperature, the growth rate reduces with increasing temperature and the halflife increases whereas close to the glass transition the rate decreases with decreasing
temperature. This results in a maximum rate at a temperature about half way between
the melting point and the glass transition temperature.
1.3.3

The Temperature Dependence of Growth

Due to the two effects of nucleation and viscosity the temperature dependence of
this growth has been described by Turnbull & Fisher [10], as

g = g0exp(-

𝜟𝑬𝒂𝒄𝒕
𝑹𝑻

)exp(

∆𝒇𝑮∗
𝑹𝑻

)

Equation 1.4

where g0 is a constant, ΔEact is the activation energy of viscous flow and ΔfG* is the free
energy of formation of the critical size nucleus. Near the glass transition temperature,
(-

𝛥𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑡
𝑅𝑇

) is the dominant term, and growth occurs as polymer chains diffuse to the

growth face. At temperatures near the melting point, (

∆𝑓𝐺∗
𝑅𝑇

) is the dominant term, and

the process is controlled by nucleation. The opposing temperature dependencies of the
two exponential terms results in a peak in the plot of growth rate against temperature
[11].
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Equation 1.4 was modified by Hoffman & Lauritzen [12] to describe the
temperature dependence of crystallisation of polymers over a wide range of
temperatures to
−𝑼∗

−𝑲𝒈

𝒈 = 𝒈𝟎 𝐞𝐱𝐩 [𝑹(𝑻−𝑻 )] 𝐞𝐱𝐩 [𝑻(∆𝑻)]

Equation 1.5

∞

where U* is the activation energy of viscous flow (taken as 6284 J mol-1), T∞ is the
thermodynamic glass transition temperature, Kg the nucleation constant, T the
crystallisation temperature, and ΔT the degree of super-cooling from the equilibrium
melting temperature, T0m.
The nucleation constant, Kg, takes a value dependent on the nucleation
mechanism present and includes information on the geometry of the critical size
nucleus. For lamellar crystals,

Kg =

𝒏𝒃𝝈𝝈𝒆 𝑻𝟎𝒎
∆𝑯𝒗 𝒌

Equation 1.6

where b is the layer thickness, taken to be the perpendicular separation of (010) planes.
 is the side surface free energy of the polymer crystal, e the fold surface free energy,
k is the Boltzmann constant, ΔHv the enthalpy of fusion per unit volume and T0m the
equilibrium melting temperature.
The value of n depends on the nucleation regime defined by Hoffman &
Lauritzen and the dependence of the nucleation rate on the degree of super-cooling.
This analysis is based on several assumptions; the thickness of the lamellae remains
constant, the lateral growth grows at the same rate as radial growth of the spherulite,
there is no defect structures present and no lamellar thickening. The three regimes
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differ in the relative rates of secondary nucleation on the growth surface, and rates of
chain extension along the surface once nucleation has occurred.
Following the theory of nucleation of Hoffman and Lauritzen, Regime I is
considered to occur at lower degrees of super-cooling, i.e. at higher crystallisation
temperatures. Secondary nucleation of the surface is rate determining and dominates
linear growth since the first act of nucleation is slow compared with coverage of the
growth surface, with a crystalline mono-layer and there is a delay before the next layer
is nucleated. Once a single nucleus has formed, chains are fully incorporated on to the
crystal surface before any more nuclei are formed. For this model the growing surface
is smooth and the value of n in Equation 1.6 is 4.
Regime II is normally observed at lower temperatures, where there is a higher
degrees of super-cooling, and secondary nucleation is considered to be much quicker
and occurs before the surface layer is covered. The rate of chain growth is roughly
equal to the rate of secondary nucleation and each crystal is covered as the new nuclei
formed have time to cover the surface. For this model, the surface is rough and there
are numerous secondary nuclei on the growth face. The value of n for this nucleation
regime is 2.
On further cooling and higher degree of super-cooling, the rate of nucleation is
faster and greater than the rate of crystal growth. The crystal surface is almost entirely
covered by the creation of new secondary nuclei and there is limited coverage of the
growth surface by the mono-layer. This is Regime III, where crystallisation occurs near
the glass transition temperature, and chains diffusion to the growth face is rate
controlling [11]. Here the n value increases again to 4.
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Kg illustrates the change in regime and the nucleation mechanism can be
𝑼∗

determined from the slope of the dependence of ln(g) + 𝑹(𝑻−𝑻

∞)

1

versus 𝑇∆𝑇. Figure 1.3

ln(g) + U*/R(T-T∞)

represents a schematic diagram of the regime transitions between I, II and III.

III
II

I

1/TΔT
Figure 1.3 – Schematic representation of three nucleation regimes

1.4 Crystallisation Kinetics
The kinetics of the crystallisation process have generally been analysed using the
Avrami equation [13-14], relating fractional crystallinity to time, i.e.
1-Xt = exp [-Ztn]

Equation 1.7

where Xt is the fractional crystallinity, Z is a composite rate constant incorporating the
characteristics of nucleation and growth, and n is the Avrami exponent, which takes
different values depending on the crystallisation mechanism. Table 1.1 lists the
crystallisation mechanisms and the corresponding values of n.
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The Avrami equation is widely used as a means of analysing the time
dependence of the crystallisation and has been applied to several polymers by many
different authors. Some of these include polypropylene [15], poly(ɛ-caprolactone) [16],
PET [17], PLLA [18] and PEEK [11]. Although this method of analysis has been
widely used, it has been severely criticised since it invariably gives fractional constant n
values which have little or no meaning in terms of the assumptions adopted by Avrami
and the crystallisation mechanisms.

It is likely many errors to occur from

experimentation not being correctly implemented, to fast rates adopted, lack of
isothermal conditions, the presence of induction periods before crystallisation occurs,
and pre-crystallisation on cooling time [19]. There are also limitations to the Avrami
equation itself, in assumptions made in its derivation, namely constant radial growth,
where it is likely that the rate slows as the spheres start to impinge with each other.
Other assumptions include constant crystallinity throughout the spherulites and constant
nucleation rate or density throughout the polymer, and the presence of only one
crystallisation mechanism [20]. There is evidence that two processes are present;
primary and secondary crystallisations, each with different time dependences.
Nevertheless in the absence of an alternative the Avrami equation is widely adopted and
its limitations accepted. The Avrami equation exhibits the greater validity in following
the primary process which appears to describe the growth of the spherulites up to the
point where the primary process ends. Hay [21] reported that the Avrami equation
provided a poor approximation at the latter stages of crystallisation, as the experimental
data deviated from widely from the exponential dependence.
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Table 1.1 – Avrami exponent value for different crystallisation mechanisms

Crystallisation

Nucleation

n
Growth

Mechanism

Type

Value

Sporadic

4.0

3 dimensions

Pre-determined

3.0

3 dimensions

Sporadic

3.0

2 dimensions

Pre-determined

2.0

2 dimensions

Sporadic

2.0

1 dimension

Pre-determined

1.0

1 dimension

Spheres

Discs

Rods

1.5 Polymer Morphology
The morphology developed within a polymeric melt during crystallisation is
dependent on several factors including temperature, strain induced orientation,
nucleating agents and cooling rate. If there is a high number of nuclei present, i.e. at
low temperatures, then the spherulites are small and may not reach spherical contours
whereas if there is a small number of nuclei, at higher crystallisation temperature the
spherulites are large and well developed.
1.5.1

Single Crystals

Single crystals have been produced when polymers are crystallised from dilute
solution, typically when the polymer content is less than 0.1% by weight.

These

crystals are very small and are made up of thin lamellae, often lozenge shaped and
measuring about 10-20 nanometres (nm) thick depending on the crystallisation
temperature. The polymer chains can be up to 1000 nm long when fully extended and
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hence a single chain must folded many times to enable it to be contained within the
crystal. The top and bottom surfaces of the lozenge shaped crystal are made up of
regular folds produced by adjacent re-entry of the chain.
There are two models used to describe the structure of the lamellae and their
surface produced in polymer melt crystallisation. The ‘regular folded array’ model
suggests regular or adjacent re-entry of the chains, with some loose folding occurring
and some emergent chain ends present.

The ‘switch-board’ model presents some

folding of chains but with random re-entry and little adjacent re-entry. Most evidence
suggests that this model is the morphology produced in the melt [22]. Random re-entry
reduces the level of folding and so the solidification model proposed by Fischer [23]
offers the theory that crystallisation takes place via straightening of sections of polymer
coil followed by the alignment of these arrangements in regular arrays forming the
lamellar structure.
1.5.2

Spherulites

Spherulites are regular birefringent structures with circular symmetry and
exhibit a maltese cross-optical extinction pattern.

They grow radially via fibrillar

growth in bundles into the amorphous phase from a nucleus and vary in size and
number depending on the crystallisation temperature. This determines the critical size
of the nucleating centre. Larger spherulites form near the melting point and more
numerous smaller spherulites form at lower temperatures.
Spherulitic growth occurs in two stages.

During primary crystallisation the

spherulite grows from an initial fibril or lamella, which results from the primary
nucleus. The thickness of the lamellae is constant determined by the critical size
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nucleus and growth occurs by extension of the length and breadth so that it grows into a
thin sheet of constant thickness. However, as crystallisation continues branching occurs
until a branched lamellar assembly is created and these branches bend and twist upon
growth to produce a spherical boundary which grows radially. Further radial growth
produces larger spherulites until impingement between adjacent spherulites stops further
growth.

Once impingement takes place, further development occurs via in-filling

between the lamellae. Additional secondary crystallisation by which the lamellae as
originally laid down thicken with time at the expense of amorphous material between
the lamellae. This process has a lower time dependency than that of primary
crystallisation and is readily distinguished by a change in the analysis of the
crystallisation kinetics. The rate and extent of secondary crystallisation depends on
crystallisation temperature.

Figure 1.4 – Formation of spherulites [39]
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1.6 The Melting of Polymers
The process of melting is the reverse transition of crystallisation and eradicates
any crystal order present in the material by the production of a liquid structure. Melting
characteristics of polymers differ substantially from those of low molecular weight
materials as melting takes place over a range of temperatures. The melting point also
depends on thermal history, particularly crystallisation temperature, and heating rate.
Other factors affecting the melting point of a polymer include symmetry, flexibility and
polarity where chains without large pendant groups or polar groups have a reduced
melting point as less thermal energy is required to encourage chain motion and promote
rotation around the chain.
Generally the melting point is taken to be the temperature of the last trace of
crystallinity, as this represents melting of the thickest crystals, however peak
temperature is also used since it is measured more accurately and represents some
average value of the lamellae thickness.

The three melting points which have been

Heat Flow

adopted, onset, peak and last trace, are illustrated in Figure 1.5.

Onset

Peak

Last Trace

Temperature
Figure 1.5 – Illustration of the three measures of melting
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Due to the variability in the measurement of melting on heating rate,
crystallisation temperature, and thermal history the equilibrium melting temperature,
T0m, alone has some thermodynamic significance and used in analysing the temperature
dependence of crystallisation. This is defined as the temperature at which infinitely
thick crystals melt, and the point at which melting temperature is not suppressed by
surface energy terms. T0m is measured via extrapolation of experimentally measured
melting points at different crystallisation temperatures.
Hoffman & Weeks [24] have derived a relationship between the melting point
and crystallisation temperature, which produces a value of T0m from the observed
melting temperature. This relationship is
Tm = T0m (1 – 1/2β) + Tc/2β

Equation 1.8

where β is equal to (σel/σle) and σ is the fold surface free energy, l is the lamellae
thickness and the subscript e refers to equilibrium conditions. A plot of Tm against Tc is
linear and the intersection of this line with the line Tm = Tc gives the equilibrium
melting point. A graphical representation of this is shown in Figure 1.6. If there is no
annealing or recrystallization during melting, β is equal to 1.0 and the plot of T m versus
Tc is linear with a slope of 1/2β. This line interpolates to the line of Tm = Tc at T0m
when the slope is equal to 0.5. Assumptions made when deriving Equation 1.8 ignore
the presence of any recrystallization or annealing.
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Figure 1.6 – Graphical representation of Hoffman-Weeks plot for equilibrium melting temperature

1.7 Physical Ageing in Polymeric Materials
Physical ageing is commonly observed in polymeric materials and is exhibited as
a change in property as a function of storage time at constant temperature, when no
other external condition is influencing the material properties. Ageing can be measured
either via mechanical response, or change in specific volume or enthalpy [25]. The term
physical ageing distinguishes this process from thermal or oxidative degradation,
environmental or biological ageing as it exhibits reversible rather than irreversible
changes in structure and chemical modification.
Physical ageing has most commonly been associated with amorphous polymers
and is observed when samples are cooled from above to below the glass transition
temperature, Tg. This is illustrated by a reduction in enthalpy and a shift in the creep
response to longer time scales. These changes in properties occur due to the nonequilibrium state of amorphous polymers below the Tg as ageing is isolated from the
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external environment, and there is a thermodynamic drive encouraging a move to
equilibrium conditions, as observed above the Tg. [25-26].
1.7.1

The Thermodynamics of Ageing

On cooling through the Tg the molecular vibrations and rotations required for the
material to accommodate the changes in properties with temperature slow down to such
an extent that they require more time than is allowed by the cooling rate. This means
that chains configurations are ‘frozen in’ and remain so for as long as the temperature is
maintained below the Tg.

This means that below the Tg the material has excess

thermodynamic quantities (volume, entropy, enthalpy) and so there is a driving force
towards equilibrium limited in extent by the difference between the observed quantity
and the extrapolated equilibrium value, such that the maximum enthalpy change is
ΔH∞ = ΔcpΔT

Equation 1.9

where Δcp is the difference in heat capacity between the liquid and the glass at T g and
ΔT the difference between Tg and the ageing temperature, and the temperature
dependent rate of achieving this equilibrium.
At constant temperature below Tg, molecular motions gradually allow
equilibrium to be achieved over time and the process of physical ageing will result in a
reduction of volume and enthalpy towards the equilibrium value. This continues until
equilibrium is attained; the time taken to reach equilibrium increases as ageing
temperature is reduced. This is represented graphically in Figure 1.7 , which shows the
change in length, volume or enthalpy as a function of temperature.
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Figure 1.7 – Change in length, volume and enthalpy with temperature and the effect of ageing

On cooling, the thermodynamic properties deviate from the equilibrium line at
the Tg, and this temperature depends on cooling rate. Ageing below Tg at a constant
temperature will allow the enthalpy to decrease progressively with time from its original
value depending on the rate of ageing and approach equilibrium for that temperature.
On reheating after ageing the sample does not follow the same temperature dependent
pathway as on cooling but lags behind it until it is above Tg when it rapidly returns with
time to the equilibrium property versus temperature dependence. This results in an
increase in enthalpy which is attributed to the extent of ageing.
Physical ageing is associated with glass formation in amorphous material. It is a
reversible process and the properties are completely restored on heating above Tg and
the sample subsequently re-ages on cooling below Tg.
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1.7.2

Ageing in Semi-Crystalline Polymers

Ageing in semi-crystalline polymers is a much more complicated process and
has caused considerable confusion in the literature as regards its nature. It appears to
occur as a result of structural changes in the amorphous phase above Tg but physical
ageing associated with the relaxation of amorphous regions below Tg has also been
observed in the amorphous phase below a Tg raised by the sample being partially
crystalline. In the study of ageing of semi-crystalline PCL we will rule out the latter
since it is very unlikely to be a problem when the glass transition of the material is so
low (-60°C) and as such is unlikely to be a technical problem in conventional uses of
the polymer. Accordingly the study of ageing has been limited to that associated with
structural changes in amorphous regions above Tg.
Semi-crystalline polymers consist of two amorphous regions; the mobile
amorphous fraction or bulk, which makes up at least 50% of the material and is
relatively distant from the crystalline regions, is able to move unrestricted as in
amorphous polymers; the rigid amorphous fraction is close to the surface of the lamellae
and so is more constrained with limited mobility.

The distinction between the two

areas of amorphous material within the semi-crystalline polymer results in an increase
in the observed Tg with crystallinity extending above that of the bulk amorphous
material. This is due to the presence of constrained material which requires a higher
level of energy to encourage motion within the chains and has been used to explain why
semi-crystalline material can age above its Tg [27-28].
Finally there is a crystalline phase made up of branching lamellae which may
further crystallise and alter the material properties due to the increased crystallinity.
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1.8 Project Aims and Objectives
Polycaprolactone (PCL) is a re-emerging material, with numerous studies
investigating its performance when blended with other polymers [29-33]. Due to its
biodegradability and ability to function within the human body, the material also has
importance is an independent polymer, though little research seems to have been done
in this area. As the material properties are largely dependent on crystallinity, this
project focuses on the crystallisation kinetics and the impact of ageing on morphology,
mechanical properties and melting behaviour of the polymer.
Several methods have been adopted within this thesis to study the crystallisation
kinetics of polycaprolactone. Differential Scanning Calorimetry is used to study the
primary crystallisation kinetics, as this method has been widely publicised as a suitable
technique for this purpose [34-37]. Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR)
is used to explore the thermal behaviour of PCL at a molecular level within individual
functional groups during heating and cooling. This is combined with 2D-spectrometry
correlation mapping to interpret the change in intensity of amorphous and crystalline
bands, which could then be used to analyse secondary crystallisation, as the DSC is not
sensitive enough to provide information about this process [38].
Once the crystallisation kinetics of the material are analysed, the effect of ageing
and the development of crystallinity is assessed in relation to change in mechanical
properties as well as the melt behaviour of the polymer. This provides a platform from
which suggestions will be made regarding the mechanism of aging in crystalline
polymers above Tg.
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Chapter 2. – Materials, Apparatus and
Experimental Procedures
2.1 Materials
2.1.1

Poly (є-caprolactone).

Polycaprolactone PCL, (CAPA 6800) was supplied in pellet form by Perstorp
(Warrington, UK). The number and weight average molecular weights were 80 and
120 kg mol-1 respectively, and polydispersity 1.50 (manufacturer’s data). The polymer
was prepared using various methods, depending on the experiment being carried out,
and is described in the following sections.

Property

Value

Melting Point

58-60 °C [1]

Glass Transition Temperature

(-65)-(-60) °C [2-4]

Density

1.07-1.20 g/cm3 [2-3]

Melt Flow Index

4.03-2.01 g/10 min [1]

Elongation to break

800% [1]

Young’s Modulus

210-440 MPa [2-3]

Table 2.1 – Properties of PCL
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2.1.2

Potassium Bromide

Potassium bromide (KBr) powder, of FTIR grade, was supplied by Sigma
Aldrich (Dorset, UK), and pre-dried in an air-oven overnight at 120 °C, before being
pressed into discs.

Property

Value
˂ 0.01 mmHg (20 °C)

Vapour Pressure

1 mmHg (795 °C)
≥ 99%

Purity

( trace metals basis)
Melting Point

734 °C

Table 2.2 – Properties of KBr, as given on manufacturer’s data sheet

2.1.3

Dichloromethane

Dichloromethane (research grade) was used as a solvent for PCL. It was
supplied by Sigma Aldrich (Dorset, UK) and used as received.

Property

Value

Molecular Weight

84.93

Density

1.325 g/ml (25°C)

Melting Point

-97°C

Boiling Point

40°C

Table 2.3 – Properties of DCM, as given on manufacturers data sheet
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2.2 Apparatus and Experimental Procedures
2.2.1

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was used as a thermo-analytical
technique to measure the temperature and heat produced at phase transitions of PCL, as
a function of time and temperature. These measurements provided detailed information
about any physical or chemical changes which are endothermic or exothermic. During
phase transitions heat is evolved or taken in, required to maintain the sample at the same
temperature as the reference and DSC measures this as a function of time and
temperature.
During melting, which is an endothermic process, additional heat is required to
maintain the sample at the programmed temperature of the DSC and this is supplied by
increasing the electrical energy of the sample furnace. On crystallisation, which is an
exothermic process, less power is required to maintain the sample at the temperature as
heat is evolved. The DSC is a ‘power compensation’ calorimeter and measures the
difference in heat flow between the sample and reference and produces an output of heat
flow versus time or temperature. A typical DSC trace is depicted in Figure 2.1.
The DSC can be used to measure:


Glass transitions [9]



Melting points [8-9]



Crystallisation time [5, 8-9]



Crystallisation temperature [5-6]



Heats of fusion [7, 10]

Figure 2.1 – Typical DSC trace
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% crystallinity [7, 10]

2.2.1.1 Experimental Procedure

A Perkin Elmer DSC 7 (Cambridge, UK), controlled by proprietary Pyris
software, linked to a computer was used to measure the changes in relative heat flow
with time and temperature on heating or cooling a sample at fixed rate. A schematic
representation of the DSC used in this project can be seen in
Figure 2.2. This power-compensation DSC consisted of a sample and reference
calorimeter whose temperature are controlled independently using separate heaters, and
matched to keep them at the same temperature by varying the power input into each
heater. A cooling system was attached to the DSC to enable controlled cooling, as well
as maintain isothermal conditions at temperatures approaching room temperature. The
temperature of the instrument was calibrated using a 2-point calibration using
thermodynamic sub-standard calibrants by measuring the melting points of ultra-pure
metals (99.999%): indium (m.pt. 156.6 °C) and tin (m.pt. 231.9 °C).

These were

recorded at a heating rate of 5 °C/min. The thermal response of the calorimeter was
calibrated from the enthalpy of fusion of a known mass of indium; the heat of fusion
was taken to be 28.45 J/g.
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Figure 2.2 – DSC pan heaters (a) and schematic diagram of a DSC (b)

2.2.1.1.1 Isothermal Crystallisation

Isothermal crystallisation experiments were carried out on film samples of PCL
6800 prepared by dissolving 3.5 g of polymer pellets in 30 cm3 of dichloromethane.
The solution was then transferred into a petri-dish from and the solvent allowed to
evaporate in a fume cupboard to a thin film of approximately 500 µm. Two circular
disc shaped samples, cut to the size of a DSC sample pan using a hole-punch, were
placed on top of one another in the DSC pan, sealed with an aluminium lid. This gave a
sample thickness of approximately 1 mm and a mass of 15 mg ± 1 mg. The size of
sample provided a measurable change of heat on crystallisation and melting over a
reasonable temperature range or rate of heating.
These samples were heated to 70°C and held in the melt for 2 min before being
rapidly cooled, at 320°C/min, to specific isothermal temperatures and the heat evolved
during crystallisation measured as a function of time. Heat flow was measured until the
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response returned to the calorimeter baseline. Each experiment was followed for 40 to
120 min depending on the crystallization temperature to enable full crystallisation of the
sample. All results are an average of three.
2.2.1.1.2 Nonisothermal Crystallisation

Non-isothermal crystallisation experiments were also carried out on samples of
PCL 6800, prepared as outlined above. These samples were heated to 70 °C and held in
the melt for 2 min before being cooled to room temperature at a range of cooling rates.
All rate results are an average of three.
2.2.1.1.3 Melting

The melting behaviour of PCL was also investigated by re-melting each sample
after crystallisation and on cooling to room temperature. The samples were heated from
room temperature to 70 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min and the melting endotherms recorded.
Three measurements of melting were recorded, as different authors have suggested
different definitions for the ‘melting point’. It may be considered as either the onset of
melting, the peak temperature corresponding to the temperature of maximum rate of
melting, or as the last trace of crystallinity where all traces of crystallinity have
disappeared. The latter is suggested by Hoffman & Weeks [11], as the temperature at
which all lamellae have melted upon examination by optical microscope, and so is the
melting point most often adopted in this thesis. The three suggested measures of
melting are shown in Figure 2.3.
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Peak

Extrapolated Onset

Last Trace

Figure 2.3 – Three measures of melting

2.2.1.1.4 Annealing Studies

Melting traces of samples of PCL 6800, cut from a hot-pressed plaque (see
section 2.4) and cut to the size of a DSC sample pan using a hole-punch were measured
after being stored in different environments over time. The storage conditions were
chosen so to cover a range of temperatures across the operational temperature range for
the polymer. These included conditioning in a freezer at -18 °C, in a fridge at 5 °C, at
room temperature measured at 20 °C and in an oven set at 50 °C. The samples weighed
22.5 mg ± 1 mg and were heated to the melt at a rate of 10 °C/min with the melting
endotherm measured as a function of time. The enthalpy was measured from under the
endotherm integrated with respect to time and the weight fraction crystallinity of the
sample calculated using the theoretical value for 100% crystalline PCL, which can be
shown mathematically as;

𝜲𝒄 =

∆𝑯𝒇 (𝑻𝒎 )

Equation 2.1

∆𝑯𝒐𝒇 (𝑻𝒐𝒎 )
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The heat of fusion of 100% crystalline PCL was taken as 139.3 J/g [12]. Each result is
an average of three.
2.2.1.1.5 High Cooling Rates

A Mettler Toledo DSC 1/500, controlled by STARe software, and linked to a
computer was used to measure changes in heat flow with temperature. Circular disc
samples of 15 mg ± 1 mg, stamped with a hole-punch from a solvent cast thin film,
were sealed within aluminium pans. This equipment was preferred to the Perkin Elmer
DSC7 for these experiments as the enhanced cooling system enabled lower
temperatures to be achieved and controlled cooling at faster rates.

Figure 2.4 – Mettler Toledo DSC 1/500

High cooling rate experiments consisted of heating samples to the melt
temperature of 70 °C, where they were held for 2 min before being cooled at high
cooling rates of 20 to 50 °C/min, down to a temperature at which the calorimeter
response had returned to baseline. Cooling curves were produced for each cooling rate,
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using an empty sample pan, to eliminate slope of the baseline. Each result is an average
of three.
2.2.2

Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry (FTIR) was the preferred method of
measuring infrared (IR) spectrum since it could produce a series rapidly with
temperature or time as the sample was changing phase or chemical composition. The
spectra could readily be used to analyse the structure, chain conformation and change in
order. An IR spectrum acts as a fingerprint, since each organic compound produces a
different pattern of absorption peaks at different frequency characteristics of the groups
present and their environment. This enables qualitative analysis of every different
material.
FTIR spectrometry involves the use of an interferometer, which has a beamsplitter to divide an incoming infrared beam into two separate beams. One of these
beams is reflected by a stationary mirror, whilst the other is reflected off a moving
mirror, causing the two beams to travel different distances. These are recombined at the
beam-splitter, and the resulting signal is an interferogram since the two beams are out of
phase. A frequency spectrum can be produced from the interferogram, which is the sum
of waves containing information about wavenumber of a particular infrared peak and
peak intensity at that wavenumber, has been decoded. This occurs via the mathematical
technique of Fourier transformation, which calculates the spectra from summed
sinusoidal waves in the interferogram.
It is possible to analyse conformational changes within the polymer sample by
changing the experimental conditions, such as temperature and crystallinity, and by
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monitoring changes in absorbance and peak position within the IR spectrum on heating
and cooling.

FTIR has been used to study conformational changes and the

crystallisation behaviour of polymer samples in the form of thin films and can provide
information about the molecular arrangement within the polymer whilst it is amorphous
or crystalline.

Figure 2.5 – Typical FTIR spectrum

IR spectra are produced by detecting changes in absorption intensity as a
function of frequency. An absorbance peak is produced due to continuous vibrations of
the individual atoms within molecular groups.

When the frequency of a specific

vibration is equal to that of the IR radiation directed on the molecule, then radiation will
be absorbed [13]. Stretching, rotation and bending of bonds are the main types of
molecular motion detected, with associated energy from IR absorbance being converted
into these motions. A combination of vibrational and other rotational movements lead
to the creation of the absorbance bands most commonly found in the region 4000 –
400 cm-1 of the IR spectrum.
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FTIR spectrometry has many advantages over other dispersive techniques.
Measurements can be achieved quickly due to frequencies measured simultaneously and
sensitivity is greater due to increased sensitivity of detectors, a higher optical
throughput (reducing noise), and signal averaging.
2.2.2.1 Experimental Procedure

A Thermo Scientific Nicolet 8700 (Loughborough, UK), equipped with a
DTGS-KBr detector and controlled by Omnic 8.1 software, was used to collect spectra
of PCL during transmission experiments.

For this technique, a Linkam THM600

(Surrey, UK) hot-stage cell was loaded into the spectrometer and an infra-red beam
passed through the sample. A Linkam PR600 thermometric stage was attached to the
spectrometer to monitor temperature control and a Bibby Scientific Techne TE-10D
(Stone, UK) water bath was attached for cooling.

a)
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b)

c)

Figure 2.6 – ThermoScientific Spectrometer (a) and Linkham Hotstage (b) fitted in the FTIR
spectrometer (c)

2.2.2.2 Sample Preparation

Pre-dried KBr powder was pressed into 16 mm diameter discs, using a Specac
(Slough, UK) die-press at 15 tons. One background disc of 300 mg and two sample
discs of 150 mg were produced. Drops of polymer solution, which was made up of 1
polymer pellet and 25 ml of dichloromethane solvent, were placed on the surface of a
KBr disc and allowed to evaporate under an extractor fan. The sample was then blastheated to ensure all solvent had evaporated. The thickness of the sample was adjusted
to maintain an absorbance less than 1, so that the absorbance band could be determined
accurately. The second sample disc was then placed on top to sandwich the sample
between both discs.
2.2.2.3 Isothermal Crystallisation

A background spectrum was initially measured along with a sample spectrum
which was measured against this background trace so to eliminate absorbance bands
characteristic of water vapour and carbon dioxide present in the atmosphere. For
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isothermal studies, the PCL thin film was heated from room temperature to 70 °C at a
rate of 80 °C/min and held in the melt for 2 min to remove any trace of crystallinity.
The sample was then rapidly cooled to the isothermal hold temperature and spectra were
recorded at a resolution of 4 cm-1 in sets of 100 scans across 1000 min.
2.2.2.4 Peak Resolution of FTIR Spectra

In order to analyse the crystallisation kinetics of the samples, it was necessary to
separate the overlapping regions of the carbonyl peak, which was chosen as the analysis
peak as this gave the strongest absorbance value. The baseline was corrected to the
extremes of the wavelength range for this peak. The overlapping carbonyl bands were
attributed to amorphous and crystalline regions and appeared at 1735 and 1725 cm-1
respectively. The amorphous region was determined by taking a spectrum whilst in the
melt, where a single amorphous band was present.
The process of resolving the peaks could be done automatically via a function
within the Omnic software, but some variables could be adjusted manually to improve
accuracy. An example of the peak resolution process is depicted in Figure 2.7. The two
main peaks, the amorphous peak at 1735 cm-1 and the crystalline peak at 1725 cm-1,
were set and fixed at the wavenumber of the peak maxima. By altering noise peaks
either side of the amorphous and crystalline bands to produce the best match with the
sample spectrum, it was possible to reduce the error calculated between the resolution
trace and the sample trace. Using the ‘Fit Peaks’ function adjusted the Lorentzian
values of the peaks and provided details of the heights of the two main bands. Locking
all of the noise peaks into position enabled the same resolution to be used across all
spectra within the series, producing details of changes in peak height of the amorphous
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and crystalline regions over time. This information could then be used to determine
crystallinity and kinetic parameters.

Error
Crystalline
Peak
Amorphous
Peak
Noise
Peaks

Figure 2.7 – Example of peak resolution within Ominc

2.2.3

Hot Press

A Moore E1127 hydraulic hot-press (Birmingham, UK) was used to press 35 g
of PCL into plaques of size 180 x 150 x 1 mm. The polymer pellets were initially
contained within two plates, which were heated between two platons at 150 °C for
3 min. The polymer was then compressed and held under load of 10 ton for a further
4 min, before being released and water cooled to room temperature. Dog bones and
DSC samples were cut and placed in different storage temperatures for annealing
studies.
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Initial testing of plaques was carried out using DSC (see section 2.2.1.4) and
Instron mechanical tester (see section 2.5) so any changes in crystallinity and
mechanical properties could be monitored over time.
2.2.4

Instron Mechanical Tester

Tensile load-extension experiments were carried out on an Instron 5566 (HighWycombe, UK) controlled by Merlin software, linked to a computer.

Figure 2.8 – Instron Mechanical Tester

Tensile dog-bone shaped test pieces were stamped out from a hot-pressed plaque
(see section 2.4) and stored at different temperatures (see section 2.2.1.4). These had a
gauge length of 25 mm and a width of 4 mm. The thickness of the samples was
calculated as an average of three measurement points taken across the gauge length.
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Specimens were clamped vertically within the tensometer and a cross-head speed of
20 mm/min was applied, with the response of the sample recorded graphically as a
stress-strain curve.
Engineering stress was determined according to

σ=

F
𝐴0

where F is the applied load and A0 is the initial cross-sectional area of the test piece.
Strain was determined according to

𝜀=

𝑙
𝑙0

where l is the sample length on extension and l0 the original sample length. The yield
stress was taken as the stress at the point of yield, and the modulus was calculated prior
to the proportional limit, using the following mathematical phrase;

𝐸=

𝜎
𝜀

All results were averaged over five repeat tests on the same samples.
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Figure 2.9 – Illustration of a typical stress-strain curve, highlighting its main components
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Chapter 3. – Thermal Analysis of PCL by DSC
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a common method used for the
thermal analysis of polymers, and has been used by many authors on most polymeric
materials [1-5]. As a technique it has numerous uses including measurement of glass
transitions, melting points and crystallisation kinetics [6-11].
The focus of this work is on the study of crystallisation kinetics and an
appreciation of the limitations of the technique in a study of crystallisation kinetics.
3.1. Results and Discussion.
3.1.1

Isothermal Crystallisation

PCL samples were held in the melt for 2 min before being cooled at 180 °C/min
to the crystallisation temperature. The DSC responses for these samples are shown in
Figure 3.1, with the crystallisation beginning when there is a change in the baseline of
the DSC trace. This represents the evolution of heat as a result of the phase transition.
Crystallisation is an exothermic reaction, where energy is released in the form of heat.
The relative crystallinity was calculated as a function of time for each isothermal
temperature from the area under the curve, obtained by integrating the curve from the
onset of crystallisation to time t and dividing it by the total area, i.e.
𝒕 𝒅𝑯

Xt = ∫𝟎

𝒅𝒕

∞ 𝒅𝑯

𝒅𝒕/ ∫𝟎

𝒅𝒕

. 𝒅𝒕
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Equation 3.1

Figure 3.1 – Change in heat flow with time during crystallisation at 38-42 °C

Figure 3.2 – Growth of relative crystallinity with time during crystallisation at 38-42 °C
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where dH/dt is the relative heat flow rate. The results of these integrations are shown in
Figure 3.2 where the development of the relative change in crystallinity is presented
against time; it exhibits the increase in rate of crystallisation with decreasing
temperature.
The initial exponential dependence of the relative crystallinity on time is
described by the Avrami equation [12-13] which is given as
𝟏 − 𝑿𝒕 = 𝒆𝒙𝒑(−𝒁𝒕𝒏 )

Equation 3.2

where Xt is the fractional extent of crystallisation at time t, Z is a rate constant
incorporating time dependent characteristics of nucleation and growth, and n is the
Avrami exponent, which takes different values depending on the crystallisation
mechanism involved.
The results are presented as a double-log plot from which the rate constant Z,
half-life t1/2 and n values are determined since
𝒍𝒐𝒈[− 𝒍𝒏(𝟏 − 𝑿𝒕 )] = 𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒈𝒕 − 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝒁

Equation 3.3

A plot of log[-ln(1-Xt)] against log(t) should be linear with a slope of n and an
intercept at log(t) = 0 of log(Z); this is shown in Figure 3.3 and the degree of fit of the
equation to the data is represented by the linearity of the plots. Typically, a change in
gradient is noticed towards the end of crystallisation, demonstrating that two
consecutive processes are present; primary and secondary crystallisation.

This

deviation from the straight line caused Hay [14] to note that the Avrami equation was
not appropriate for analysis of the latter stages of the crystallisation process. However,
analysis can be limited to the primary process by selecting an appropriate value for X∞,
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at which it terminates. Equation 3.3 was modified to be only applicable to the primary
process;
𝟏−𝑿𝒕

[
and

𝑿∞

] = 𝒆𝒙𝒑(−𝒁𝒕𝒏 )

log[ -ln({1-Xt}/X∞)] = nlogt – logZ

Equation 3.4
Equation 3.5

using X∞ as an adjustable parameter whose value can be found by linearising the fit of
equation 3.5 to the data. The best estimated X∞ value was used to mark the end of the
primary process and the linearity of equation 3.5 to the data can be seen from the
straight line plots shown in Figure 3.3. The Avrami exponent, n, and the rate constant,
Z, were determined from the slope and intercept at t=1, see Table 3.1. The half-life, t1/2,
was determined from these values since,
𝒁 = 𝒍𝒏𝟐/t1/2n

Equation 3.2

Figure 3.3 – Avrami double-log plot for isothermal crystallisation at 38-42 °C
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The value of the exponent varied between 2.5 and 3.1 which in terms of the
crystallisation models adopted by Avrami was consistent with growth of spherical
particles from heterogeneous nuclei, for which n=3.0 and in particular to growth of
spherulites. Hay [15] suggests that the Avrami equation is only a valid description of
the overall crystallisation process when nucleation is sporadic or predetermined (with a
constant radial growth rate).

These situations would give an n value of 4 and 3

respectively. In this model the exponent value is an integer, but as can be seen from the
results of this project, that is not the case. Fractional n values close to acceptable
integer values have been commonly observed in the crystallisation of polymers and may
be produced due to variation in nucleation density across the sample.

Multiple

investigations, from numerous polymers, support this description [9, 16-21], and this
includes other studies on PCL. [22-24].
The variation in half-life (t1/2) with temperature is illustrated in Figure 3.4 and
exhibits a marked dependence on temperature, increasing exponentially with increasing
crystallisation temperature. As crystallisation temperature decreases, nucleation and
growth rates increase, which produces faster rates of crystallisation at lower
temperatures, so reducing the half-lives. This was found by Zhang and Zeng [25], who
recorded a higher nucleation density for a shorter time at lower crystallisation
temperatures. This also correlates with the nucleation theory suggested by Hoffman and
Lauritzen [26-28].
The variation in the growth rate constant, Z, is shown in Figure 3.5. Since Z is a
reciprocal function of t1/2, it exhibits strong temperature dependence but decreases with
increasing crystallisation temperature.

This is consistent with nucleation control of

crystallisation.
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Figure 3.4 – Variation in half-life with crystallisation temperature

Figure 3.5 – Variation in growth rate (Z) with crystallisation temperature
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Tc (°C)

n

38

2.9 ± 0.06

39

2.5 ± 0.26

40

2.6 ± 0.08

41

2.9 ± 0.06

42

3.1 ± 0.10

Table 3.1 - Avrami Rate Parameters

3.1.2

Nonisothermal Crystallisation

Similar procedures were adopted to measure the nonisothermal crystallisation
kinetics of PCL as those implemented for measuring the isothermal kinetics in that the
samples were held in the melt for 2 min, but then the samples were allowed to cool at
different cooling rates until the crystallisation was complete and the calorimeter had
returned to the baseline. As observed in the isothermal results, crystallisation was
marked by the change in heat evolution, as the sample underwent a phase transition
from the melt region into a region of increased crystallinity.

The results of these

experiments are presented in Figure 3.6 and show a strong relationship between
temperature and cooling rate, with the temperature range over which the sample
crystallises shifting to lower values as the cooling rate increases. The crystallisation
peak temperature, which marks the maximum rate of crystallisation, shifted to a lower
temperature as cooling rate increases, as did the onset of crystallisation indicating that at
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lower cooling rates the crystallisation process started earlier and may be due to the
increased time spent at each temperature as the sample was cooled.
The relative crystallinity of the sample was measured by integrating the heat
flow curves with temperature, not time as used before. These are plotted for each
cooling rate as a function of temperature in Figure 3.7 as a series of sigmoidal shaped
curves. Each curve has an induction period before the onset of crystallisation followed
by a period of increasing rate. This was followed by regions of relatively constant rate
of crystallisation before falling off as the crystallisation stopped. This cut off was
steeper than observed in isothermal crystallizations and occurred at higher X∞ values.
We would attribute this last stage to impingement of the spherulites.

Figure 3.6 – Change in heat flow with temperature for cooling rates of 1-7 °C
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Figure 3.7 – Development of relative crystallinity with temperature for cooling rates of 1-7 °C

Several kinetic equations have been derived to describe the time and temperature
dependence of crystallisation in nonisothermal conditions [29-32]. Ozawa’s [33] is the
most commonly used and was derived from Evans’ model of crystallisation as
expanding raindrops and their impingement on the surface of a pool, which lead to the
Ozawa equation;
𝟏 − 𝑿𝑻 = 𝒆𝒙𝒑(

−𝑲(𝑻)
ɸ𝒎

)

Equation 3.3

where XT is the relative crystallinity at a certain crystallisation temperature, K(T) is the
cooling function at a certain crystallisation temperature, Ф is the cooling rate and m is
the Ozawa exponent, the value of which depends on the type of nucleation and growth
mechanism occurring within the sample.
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Ozawa’s equation is limited in its application to constant cooling rate is assumed
and in order to produce the double-log plot the relative crystallinity at fixed
temperatures for different cooling rates is required. The method of analysis described
by Ozawa also ignores secondary crystallisation, although as the Avrami equation for
isothermal results in this thesis was limited to the primary process, this is not a
consideration during comparison. It has also been argued that, as the temperature is
continuously lowered on cooling, fold length should be considered as this is a function
of crystallisation temperature. [34].
From the Ozawa equation it follows that
𝒍𝒐𝒈[− 𝒍𝒏(𝟏 − 𝑿𝑻 )] = 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑲(𝑻) − 𝒎𝒍𝒐𝒈ɸ

Equation 3.4

and a plot of log [-ln(1 - XT)] against log(Ф) should be linear with a slope of m and an
intercept of log K(T), see Figure 3.9.

The plot was produced by reading off the

relative crystallinity at fixed temperature from the cooling curves shown in Figure 3.7
were linear with degree of fit, R2, of 0.98 (a perfect linear fit would have been 1.00).
The Ozawa plots at five selected temperatures, from 33 to 37 oC, are shown in Figure
3.8 and from the double-log plots the Ozawa parameters m and K(T) were determined.
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log[-ln(1-Xt)]

logφ

Figure 3.8 - Ozawa plots at fixed temperatures from 33 to 37 oC.

Figure 3.9 – Variation in K(T) with temperature
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Tf (°C)

m

33

4.1

34

4.5

35

4.6

36

5

37

4.7

Table 3.2 – Ozawa exponent ‘m’ values

The values for the Ozawa parameters were determined from the slope and
intercept of the double log plots and are listed in Table 3.2. The values of the exponent
‘m’ lay between 4 and 5. A value of 4 can be explained if the nucleation density is
temperature dependent and linearly dependent on time. It would then have the
characteristics of sporadic nucleation. The m value would change from 3.0 to 4.0 to
account for the time dependence of nucleation.
If nucleation is time dependent then the growth rate would be expected also to
be time dependent and if it is assumed that it increases linearly with time on cooling the
corresponding m value would be 7.0, by analogy to Avrami’s models for the
crystallization of sporadically nucleated spherulites. 5.0 was the highest value of m
observed and so the assumption of linear increase in rate of growth and nuclei numbers
cannot be valid and a more realistic approach to the change in these rates with
temperature is required. The assumption of Ozawa in deriving his equivalent of the
Avrami equation that fractional crystallinity obtained at the same temperature but at
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different cooling rates can be compared is clearly not valid; each system has a different
thermal history in spending different time intervals at each decrement in temperature
and producing a distribution of lamellae and morphology.
Although seemingly suitable as a method of analysis for this data as exemplified
by the high degree of fit, the rate parameters are of little value in describing the
crystallisation kinetics for the nonisothermal crystallisation.

Several other

investigations have found that the Ozawa equation fails to describe the nonisothermal
melt crystallisation kinetics, although this is often due to non-linearity of the double-log
plot. This has been explained by non-constant m values which change with temperature
on cooling indicating that the crystallisation mechanism may differ depending on the
undercooling [35-36]. This is particularly evident at a high degree of cooling and has
led to the conclusion that the Ozawa equation is only valid over a narrow range of
cooling rates [37-38]. This has resulted in the increased use of alternative kinetic
equations. Wang et al (2005) [39] were able to produce nonisothermal crystallisation
kinetic results for PCL that could be satisfactorily described by the Ozawa equation and
gave meaningful m values of 2.3 ± 0.1. However, the higher molecular weight material
used and the lower crystallisation temperatures investigated in comparison to those
adopted in this thesis may account for the difference in conclusion concerning the
suitability of the Ozawa in kinetic analysis.
In order to understand the effect of cooling rate on the time scale over which
crystallisation occurred the half-life of the isothermal crystallisations, obtained above by
DSC, were plotted against the temperature and plotted against the reciprocal degree of
super-cooling, 1/ΔT in Figure 3.10. This produced a linear relationship which enabled
t1/2 values to be determined by linear extrapolation at the fixed temperatures chosen for
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analysis of the nonisothermal data, i.e. Ozawa’s analysis. The half-lives, shown in
Figure 3.11 are small, 30 to 90 s. For the crystallisation to occur in such a short time it
is difficult to believe that the heat of crystallisation can be completely dissipated from
the sample into the calorimeter and that during the maximum rate of crystallisation
thermal lags will develop across such a poor thermal conductor. It is possible that
crystallisation may predominately occur at some constant temperature during most of
the crystallisation and that the rate is controlled by heat losses from the sample. A
balance between heat generated by the crystallisation and lost from the sample will
determine the crystallisation temperature; too fast a crystallisation would generate an
increase in temperature and too slow a rate would result in a drop in temperature. If the
heat lost and the heat generated is equal then a constant temperature condition results.
Accordingly the kinetic data was analysed assuming that the nonisothermal
crystallisations had been carried out isothermally at an unknown fixed temperature, and
could be analysed in terms of the Avrami equation in order to compare with the results
obtained isothermally at known temperatures.
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Figure 3.10 – Linear extrapolation of isothermal t1/2 data

Figure 3.11 – t1/2 values for nonisothermal fixed temperatures of 33-37 °C determined from
extrapolated data
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Initial trials on this hypothesis were conducted on the data collected from the
original cooling rates studies. The Avrami equation was applied after the data was
converted to relative crystallinity, Xt, against time, t, and analysed as before using
Equation 3.3 as shown in Figure 3.12 but the Avrami rate parameters determined, listed
in Table 3.3, exhibited no relationship to those determined for the isothermal
crystallisation given in Table 3.1.

The values of n were more in line with those

determined from using the Ozawa procedure and suggested that at the low cooling rates
adopted, 1-7 °C/ min the sample was crystallising on cooling. It was decided to use
higher cooling rates to see at what point the sample would not cool at the rate of the
DSC and still evolve the heat of crystallisation. A fast cooling rate must eventually
produce a condition under which the crystallisation rate will become limited by rate of
loss of heat from the sample, and the crystallisation would then occur under constant
melt temperature conditions.

At this point the sample will be crystallising under

isothermal conditions, as the heat evolved by the sample on crystallisation counter-acts
the cooling mechanism imposed by the DSC.
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Figure 3.12 – Double-log plot produced from application of the Avrami equation to nonisothermal
data

Rate of Cooling( oC min-1 )

n

Z (min-n)

t1/2 (sec)

1
min
2

3.6 ± 0.17

0.008 ± 0.003

200 ± 10.20

4.9 ± 0.34

0.003 ± 0.002

206 ± 22.63

3

5.1 ± 0.06

0.003 ± 0.0006

168 ± 4.90

4

5.4 ± 0.34

0.005 ± 0.0008

150 ± 4.90

5

5.2 ± 0.14

0.03 ± 0.01

116 ± 5.66

6

5.8 ± 0.13

0.02 ± 0.008

114 ± 8.49

7

5.6 ± 0.13

0.05 ± 0.008

98 ± 2.83

Table 3.3(°C/min)
– Avrami parameters for nonisothermal data considered as crystallising at constant
temperature
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3.1.3

High Cooling Rates

Nonisothermal crystallisation experiments were conducted on samples of PCL at
higher rates of cooling; from 10 to 30 °C/min. A Mettler DSC 1/500 was used in
preference to the Perkin Elmer DSC 7 due to the improved ability to maintain cooling at
these rates to lower temperatures. The procedure used was the same as previous;
samples were heated to 70 °C and held in the melt for 2 min before being cooled at
varying rates down to a temperature at which the DSC trace returned to baseline.
The relative crystallinity was calculated as a function of time rather than
temperature and the Avrami equation applied assuming that the crystallisation had been
carried out at constant temperature, using Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3 respectively.
The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 and again
exhibit the same characteristics observed with nonisothermal data. The rate parameters
do not appear to match with the isothermal results, i.e. n values between 4 and 5 and
half-lives of less than 90 s. These were inconsistent with the isothermal rate data and
the hypothesis that at a certain rate of cooling, i.e. above 10 °C/min, the DSC could not
compensate for the levels of heat being produced by the crystallisation of the sample,
and so creating an ‘isothermal environment’ for crystallisation.
Due to limitations of the cooler in the DSC it was not possible to achieve
sustained cooling rates above 30 °C/min since the DSC rapidly lost controlled cooling.
No further work on the effect of cooling rate was carried out.
An n value of between 4 and 5, as shown in Table 3.4 , indicates that the
crystallization was proceeding with a similar mechanism to that discussed above for
nonisothermal crystallisation, i.e. crystallisation by growth from sporadically nucleated
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spheres such that the number of spherulites increased as the crystallisation temperature
decreased.
It is interesting to speculate that the drop in n value at the highest cooling rate
achieved might suggest partial success in that the isothermal conditions may have been
achieved at the higher rates of crystallisation, and reflect the variation of temperature
across the crystallising sample.

Clearly work is required on this to verify these

speculative conclusions.

Figure 3.13 – Growth in relative crystallinity for samples tested at higher cooling rates
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Figure 3.14 – Avrami double-log plot for samples tested at higher cooling rates
(time in min)

Rate of Cooling
n

Z (min-n)

t1/2 (s)

10

4.2 ±

0.4636 ± 0.15

67 ± 6

20

4.9
0.17±

2.1385 ± 1.09

55± 6

30

4.1
0.54±

10.8531 ± 1.72

36 ± 6

(°C/min)

0.24
Table 3.4 – Avrami parameters for higher cooling rates of 10-30 °C
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3.2 Conclusions
Studies into the crystallisation kinetics of PCL were conducted under isothermal
and nonisothermal conditions.

In isothermal conditions the crystallisations were

analysed using the Avrami equation and produced n values of around 3, indicating a
crystal growth mechanism of three-dimensional pre-determined spheres. Nonisothermal
crystallisation kinetics were analysed using the Ozawa equation, which was found to be
an unsuitable method of analysis as the rate parameters obtained had little meaning and
details suggested crystal growth via an undetermined mechanism. It was suggested that,
particularly at high rates of cooling, samples crystallised in nonisothermal conditions
would exhibit an isothermal crystal growth mechanism as the sample cannot cool as
quickly as the DSC would indicate due to a poor dissipation of heat created on
crystallisation. The data was therefore analysed using the Avrami equation, which
produced an Avrami exponent value that did not support this hypothesis; a value of n
between 4 and 5 was recorded, suggesting a changing number of nuclei resulting from
the changing temperatures experienced during cooling. However, limitations of the
equipment prevented cooling rates of above 30 °C/min from being tested, and so it is
possible that the original hypothesis was still correct.
Further experiments should be carried out at even higher cooling rates to
investigate whether such cooling conditions would produce an environment within the
sample of maintained isothermal temperature. The could be done on a Mettler Toledo
Flash DSC, as the use of a much smaller sample enables control at much higher cooling
rates (up to 800 °C/min). Other investigation to increase support for this hypothesis
could be conducted using an optical microscope to measure the spherulite radial growth
rates as a function of temperature, as they should accelerate on cooling but stay constant
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if the temperature remains constant, particularly under these high cooling rate
conditions.
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Chapter 4. – FTIR Spectroscopic Analysis of
PCL on Crystallisation
4.1 Principles of 2D Infrared Spectroscopy
Two-dimensional (2D) infrared spectroscopy is used to simplify complex
spectra consisting of many overlapped peaks, and enhance their spectral resolution by
spreading peaks over a second dimension. This helps to establish the assignment of
peaks to certain functional groups within the molecule through correlation of bands.
The mathematical procedure involved in obtaining 2D correlation spectra from time or
temperature dependent complex spectra has been explained by Noda and Ozaki [1-4] in
some detail.
If y (v, t ) defines the perturbation-induced variations in intensities of spectra
observed at fixed intervals of time or temperature (or an alternative external variable), t
between tmin and tmax, then the dynamic spectrum of the system, ~y (v, t ) is defined as
ỹ(ν, t) = y(ν, t) - ȳ(ν) for tmin ≤ t ≤ tmax

Equation 4.1

where ȳ(ν) is the initial or reference spectrum of the system.
The intensity of the 2D correlation spectrum X(ν1, ν2) is then represented as
X(ν1, ν2) = <ỹ(ν1, t) · ỹ(ν2, tʹ)>

Equation 4.2

where X(ν1, ν2) is a quantitative measure of comparative similarities or differences in
the intensities. ~y (v, t ) is measured at two separate variables; ν is the wavenumber and t
is either time or temperature at fixed intervals. The symbol < > is the cross-correlation
function and is designed to compare the two dependences of the spectra at t.
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When the model from Noda is simplified, X(ν1, ν2) becomes a complex number
function, such that
X(ν1, ν2) = Φ(ν1, ν2) + iΨ(ν1, ν2)

Equation 4.3

This function includes both real and imaginary components, which are recognised as
synchronous and asynchronous 2D correlation intensities.
The synchronous 2D correlation intensity, Φ(ν1, ν2), is a symmetrical spectrum
with respect to a diagonal line of ν1 = ν2 and represents the overall similarity or
coincidental trends between two separate intensity variations measured at different
spectral variables as the value of t is scanned from tmin to tmax. This is the in-phase
character of the system. The asynchronous 2D correlation intensity, Ψ(ν1, ν2), is antisymmetric with respect to the diagonal and is considered to measure out-of-phase
character of the spectral intensity variations. The intensity of an asynchronous spectrum
represents sequential or successive, but not coincidental, changes of spectral intensities
measured separately at ν1 and ν2.

4.2 Analysing 2D spectral features
2D infra-red spectra may display different features depending on changes
occurring within the material. When a peak exhibits two separate but overlapping
absorption bands of the same magnitude change in intensity, one increasing and the
other decreasing, the synchronous correlation presents a four-leaf-clover pattern. This
cluster of 2D peaks is made up of two auto-peaks and two negative cross peaks; it is
common for this pattern to be asymmetric due to the changing magnitudes of the two
absorption bands not being equal. This produces auto-peaks of differing sizes.
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The corresponding asynchronous spectrum shows two well resolved cross peaks.
These provide sequential order information and the lack of any other feature indicates
that there is no peak shift or broadening occurring. This also makes this spectral
correlation a reliable indicator that there are two overlapping absorption bands present,
as there can be no other contributing factors.
A single band may also be analysed using 2D correlation spectroscopy. When the
band position shifts to a higher wavenumber and the intensity of the peak increases, the
synchronous spectrum will present an angel pattern. This is not a symmetrical cluster
of peaks as the magnitude of intensity changes is uneven and so results in one auto-peak
being disproportionately larger than the other, with cross peak ‘wings’. As a similar
angel pattern is more commonly observed when there are two overlapping bands
accompanied with changes in intensity, this synchronous pattern is less reliable for use
as a specific indicator for distinguishing positional shifts coupled with intensity changes
and two overlapping bands with intensity changes [2, 5].
The asynchronous spectrum is distorted from the usual butterfly shape, usually
seen when only a shift in band position occurs, where the cross peaks near the diagonal
are elongated and distributed closer to the position of the larger auto-peak seen in the
synchronous correlation. This spread covers both positive and negative synchronous
correlation intensities. The presence of weaker secondary cross peaks indicates that
there is a change in intensity of the peak clusters as well as the shift in band position,
although these may not always be obvious due to their small magnitude in comparison
with the strength of the main cross peaks. Adjustment of the contour level in the 2D
mapping can increase the evidence of these peaks.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1

FTIR Spectrum of PCL

The FTIR spectrum of partially crystalline PCL is given in Figure 4.1. The
absorption bands have been assigned and are shown in Table 4.1; they are entirely
consistent with the molecular structure of a linear aliphatic ester, for which the repeat
unit is
(- O-CH2 - CH2 – CH2 – CH2 – CH2 -CO -)n
Functional group assignments of the IR absorption bands have been made in
Table 4.1 from standard assignment lists [6-7].

Figure 4.1 – The FTIR spectrum of PCL

The doublet absorption band at 3000-2800 cm-1 is attributed to the aliphatic
methylene bonds stretching, the 1730 cm-1 band to the ester carbonyl bond stretching,
and the remaining bands to methylene and ester group vibrations.
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Reversible changes to the spectrum were observed to occur on heating and
cooling between 30 and 70 °C through the melting point. These were attributed to
phase change and assignments of the absorption bands to the crystalline or amorphous
phase made according to whether they appeared or disappeared on melting and
crystallizing, see Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1. Since these changes were quite varied for
convenience they are discussed according to wavenumber and group functionality.
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70°C

30°C

Figure 4.2 – Changes to the FTIR spectrum on heating from 30 to 70 °C
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Table 4.1 – Molecular assignment of the characteristic IR bands – change on crystallisation

Wavenumber /cm-1

Vibrational

Intensity

Comments

Assignment
2960
2945
2900
2865

Asymmetric Stretching
of >CH2
Symmetric Stretching of
>CH2

vw
m
vw
m

Crystalline
Amorphous
Crystalline
Amorphous

1735
1724

>C=O Stretching

s
s

Amorphous
Crystalline

1471
1458

>CH2 Bending

vw
vw

Crystalline
Amorphous

1396
1390

>CH2 Wagging

w
w

Crystalline
Amorphous

1295

Asymmetric Stretching
of C-O-C
Symmetric Stretching of
C-O-C
Symmetric Stretching of
C-O-C

w

Crystalline

m

Crystalline

w
w

Amorphous
Amorphous

1245
1237

1193
1163
1107
1066
1047

>CH2 Deformation
>CH2 Deformation

w
w
w

Crystalline
Amorphous
No change
No change
No change

960
950
735

-C-O Stretching

w
w
w

Crystalline
Amorphous
No change

s: strong, m: medium, w: weak and vw: very weak intensity
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4.3.2

Analysis of FTIR Spectrum of PCL

Many of the absorption bands split on melting or re-crystallisation can be
associated with differences in the force fields of the amorphous and crystalline domains
or due to differences in chain configuration, e.g. cis and trans; in these regions the
crystalline being limited to trans and the amorphous is in thermal equilibrium between
cis and trans. To simplify these complex changes the analysis was carried out on the
separate functional absorption bands.
4.3.2.1 Methylene Stretching Region – 3000-2600 cm-1

70°C

30°C

Figure 4.3 – Changes to the FTIR spectrum of PCL on heating from 30 to 70°C in the region 27503000 cm-1
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The change in the doublet on heating from 30 to 70°C can be seen in Figure 4.3.
The bands are due to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching of the methylene >CH2
bonds. On crystallisation the asymmetric band sharpens and a minor band develops at
2900 cm-1 with a shoulder at 2960 cm-1 which are attributed to the symmetric and
asymmetric stretching of the crystalline band, since its appearance and disappearance
were observed to be reversible on crystallization and melting. The intensities of the
crystalline bands were too small for 2D IR correlation analysis to be carried out on these
minor changes.

4.3.2.2 Carbonyl Region – 1850-1600 cm-1

70°C

30°C

Figure 4.4 – Change to the carbonyl absorption band on cooling from 70 °C – 30 °C
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Significant changes occurred to the carbonyl band centred at 1735 cm-1 during
crystallisation at around 43 °C, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. The broader band exhibited
in the melt shifted and became narrower, presenting a maximum at 1725 cm-1. These
broad and narrow bands were attributed to amorphous and crystalline regions of PCL
respectively.
3D and 2D correlation maps of the carbonyl absorption band are shown in
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The three-dimensional synchronous correlation map given in
Figure 4.5A shows a large peak at high wavenumber which progressively decreases in
intensity, and a second peak which develops simultaneously at a lower wavenumber.
Although it is difficult to show clearly in the 3D illustration, there is a coupling between
the two.

The two-dimensional correlation map shown in Figure 4.5B shows the

characteristic angel pattern of a single absorption band that shifts position from higher
to lower wavenumber, coupled with a change in intensity. The pattern comprises of two
positive auto-peaks and two negative cross peaks. One auto-peak is disproportionately
large compared to the other due to the difference in breadth of the two absorption bands,
with the amorphous band being much broader than the narrow crystalline band. The
maximum intensity of the two auto-peaks can be used to define the wavenumber of the
initial and final peak; 1735 and 1725 cm-1 respectively. The asynchronous spectra are
shown in Figure 4.6. The 2D correlation exhibits a two-way pattern indicating the
simultaneous decrease in intensity of the higher wavelength band and increase in
intensity of the lower wavelength band. Both the angel pattern presented via the
synchronous spectrum and the two-way pattern illustrated via the asynchronous
spectrum are characteristic of two component bands, attributed to amorphous and
crystalline regions, both of which show changes in intensity but in opposite directions.
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These changes make the ratio of the two carbonyl absorption bands a convenient
method of measuring the fractional crystallinity [8].

A

B
Figure 4.5 – 3D (A) and 2D (B) synchronous correlation intensity contour map of the carbonyl band
in region 1800-1650 cm-1
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A

B
Figure 4.6 – 3D (A) and 2D (B) asynchronous correlation map of the carbonyl absorption band in
region 1800-1650 cm-1
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4.3.2.3 Methylene Groups – 1400-1350 cm-1

70°C

30°C

Figure 4.7 – Changes to the FTIR spectrum on heating from 30 to 70°C in the region
1350-1600 cm-1

The change in the bending and wagging modes of the methylene group, as
assigned in Table 4.1 are shown in Figure 4.7 and while it was possible to assign them
to crystalline and amorphous regions from the change on melting and crystallising the
intensities of the bands were too low for correlation analysis to be meaningful.
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4.3.2.4 Ester Group – 1250-1000 cm-1

70°C

30°C

Figure 4.8 – Change to the FTIR spectrum of heating from 30 to 70°C in the region 1000-1350 cm-1

The asymmetric and symmetric stretching bands are clearly sensitive to
environment as well as change in intensity and wavenumber on melting such that they
can be assigned to crystalline and amorphous regions from these changes. However the
presence of many overlapping peaks makes the measurement of intensity dependent on
baseline determination and accordingly they were not analysed further. This was also
true with the methylene group deformation peaks at 1163 and 1194 cm-1 although they
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are a very good example of the change in the spectra from crystalline to amorphous
material.

4.4 Conclusions
The FTIR spectrum of PCL exhibits many peaks, which can be assigned to the
rotational-vibrational movement of difference absorption bands, which have been given
in Table 4.1. Changes in band position and intensity occur during crystallisation and
melting, with the most notable change in PCL occurring in the carbonyl peak at
1728 cm-1. Here a broad amorphous band located at 1735 cm-1 reduces in intensity
simultaneously with an increase in the crystalline band at 1725 cm-1. This has been
analysed using 2D spectroscopy and the resulting angel pattern confirms the presence of
two overlapping component bands attributed to amorphous and crystalline phases, with
a simultaneous intensity change and shift in band position. This indicates that this
group’s absorption can be used to measure the fractional crystallinity and follow its
development with time in a kinetic study. Other absorption bands may also be used but
baseline problems produced by overlapping with adjacent bands and low intensity make
them less desirable for this purpose.
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Chapter 5. – Isothermal Crystallisation
Kinetics as measured by FTIR
Spectroscopy.
The use of Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR) is becoming more
common in the study of crystallisation kinetics as the use of DSC does not enable any
appreciable investigation of the development of secondary crystallisation with time [13]. FTIR spectroscopy can be used to measure directly the degree of crystallinity and
study its development over extended periods of time well into the secondary
crystallisation process. This use of this technique to measure the crystallisation kinetics
of PCL is the subject of this chapter.

5.1 Results and Discussion
5.1.1

Changes in FTIR Spectrum of PCL during Crystallisation

As noted in the previous chapter many changes occur in the FTIR spectrum of
PCL with time during crystallisation and melting; this includes shift in the position as
well as intensities of the absorption bands.

These have been attributed to

conformational changes in the polymer chain with temperature as well as on
crystallising. This can be seen most noticeably in the PCL carbonyl peak at 1728 cm-1.
This led to the use of this peak to follow the development of crystallinity in PCL, and
later to evaluate the kinetics of crystallisation of PCL. A comparison will be made with
the kinetic rate parameters determined by DSC.
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Shift in position
Increased
crystalline
intensity

Decreased
amorphous
intensity

Figure 5.1 – Change in peak position and intensity of amorphous and crystalline bands with time

An example of how the carbonyl peak shifts and the intensity of the crystalline
(at 1725 cm-1) and amorphous (at 1735 cm-1) peaks increase and decrease respectively
over time can be seen in Figure 5.1 These changes occur simultaneously, illustrated by
the isosbestic point at 1728 cm-1. This particular illustration of isothermal crystallisation
was carried out at 43 °C, although similar observations have also been made in the
isothermal crystallisation temperature range of 43-47 °C.
The regions of the spectra shown in Figure 5.1 were baseline corrected at two
fixed wavenumbers either side of the carbonyl peak and the intensities auto-smoothed.
The carbonyl peak was then de-convoluted into two absorption bands by Omnic
software to achieve the best possible fit, as detailed in section 2.2.2.3.

This is

represented diagrammatically in Figure 5.2. The result of resolving the carbonyl peak
into its two absorbance bands as a function of time is given in Figure 5.3.
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Red curve represents the FTIR spectrum
and the blue curve shows the ‘fit’

Error

Crystalline band

Amorphous band

Manipulation Peaks
peaks

Figure 5.2 – Illustration of the deconvolution of the carbonyl band into its component parts

Figure 5.3 – Result of resolving the carbonyl absorption band into its two component parts on
crystallisation
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The development of the crystalline intensity with the logarithm of time for each
isothermal temperature is presented in Figure 5.4 and shows the characteristic time
dependence, which is commonly seen during the development of crystallinity.

It

compares favourably with that monitored by DSC [4-9] and discussed in Chapter 3.
The initial exponential increase in crystallinity with time, attributed to primary
crystallisation, was followed by a logarithmic dependence on time attributed to
secondary crystallisation. Secondary crystallisation, however, could not be measured
by DSC to any appreciable extent. Clearly DSC lacked the sensitivity to detect the
small changes in heat flow from this process over the long time scale involved. FTIR
spectroscopy, by measuring the change in intensity of a crystalline peak, does not have
this problem; if one is prepared to wait changes will be observed.
The amorphous band showed the reverse dependence on the logarithm of time,
with the intensity decreasing with time. Again two regions were present: The initial
decrease in intensity followed the temperature drop on cooling to the crystallisation
temperature. Once the isothermal temperature has been reached there was an induction
period during which the absorbance was constant before it decreased exponentially as
crystallisation developed. After this the rate slows but intensity continues to decrease
logarithmically with time. Again these regions are recognised as primary and secondary
crystallisation respectively and are illustrated in Figure 5.5.
The differences in the absorbance at each temperature reflect the thickness of
film used in the analysis. All were chosen to value maximum absorbances below 1.0.
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Figure 5.4 – Increase in absorbance of the crystalline band at 1725 cm-1 with log(t)

Figure 5.5 - Decrease in absorbance of the amorphous band at 1735 cm-1 with log(t)
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A crystallising polymer is considered to follow a two-phase model, whereby the
amorphous weight fraction, Xa,t, is related to the crystalline weight fraction, Xc,a, at
time, t, such that
𝑿𝒂,𝒕 + 𝑿𝒄,𝒕 = 𝟏

Equation 5.1

with Xa,t defined as Aa,t/Aa,0 , Aa,t is the amorphous band absorbance at time, t, and Aa,0
is the amorphous band absorbance at time t0, where no crystallinity has developed. It
therefore follows that
𝑿𝒄,𝒕 = 𝟏 − (𝑨𝒂,𝒕 /𝑨𝒂,𝟎 )

Equation 5.2

Since

Aa,t/Aa,o + Ac,t/Aa,o = 1,

Equation 5.3

Then

Ac,t = Ac,o – Aa,t (Ac,o/Aa,o )

Equation 5.4

And also

Aa,t = Aa,o - Ac,t (Aa,o/Ac,o)

Equation 5.5

The linear relationship described above is illustrated in Figure 5.6 for each
isothermal temperature, and was used to support this interpretation of spectral changes
exhibited during crystallisation measured by FTIR spectroscopy. The plots of A c,t
against Aa,t and Aa,t against Ac,t gave intercepts of Ac,0 and A

a,0.

These values were

used to calculate the fractional crystallinity and the amorphous content with time.
These followed the same dependence as observed with the intensities of the absorption
bands and are given in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 respectively.
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Figure 5.6 – Dependence of the crystalline on amorphous absorption with crystallisation temperature

Figure 5.7 - Development of fractional crystallinity with log(t)
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Figure 5.8 - Decrease in fractional amorphous content with log(t)

The development of the fractional crystallinity, Xc, and the decrease in the
amorphous content, Xa, with time were summed and compared with the assumption
given above that the total of the two values should be equal to 1. This indicated an
average error of ± 0.5% in the measurements and is illustrated in Figure 5.9. The
fractional crystallinity obtained from the amorphous content, (1-Xa) was compared
directly with that determined directly from the crystalline band, Xc, see Figure 5.10, at
each crystallization temperature. In every case the degree of agreement in fractional
crystallinity between the two sets of data was better than ±0.01. These curves were used
to analyse the kinetics of the phase transition using the Avrami equation.
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Figure 5.9 - Consistency of the data with Equation 5.1 over the total crystallisation process

Figure 5.10 - Comparison of the fractional crystallinity determined from the absorption of the
crystalline and amorphous bands
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5.1.2

Kinetic Analysis of Crystallisation from FTIR Spectroscopy

5.1.2.1 Primary Crystallisation

The development of the crystalline fraction with time was calculated for each
crystallisation temperature and used to measure the crystallisation kinetics of the
primary and secondary processes of the phase transition. The change in fractional
crystallinity as a function of log (t) is presented in Figure 5.7 for a range of isothermal
crystallisation temperatures between 43 and 47 °C.
The characteristic initial exponential dependence is present and illustrates that
the fractional crystallinity with time follows an Avrami equation [10-11], given by
𝟏 − 𝑿𝒕 = 𝒆𝒙𝒑(−𝒁𝒕𝒏 )

Equation 5.6

where Xt is the fractional crystallinity at time t, Z is a rate constant incorporating the
time dependent characteristics of nucleation and growth, and n is the Avrami exponent,.
n takes different values depending on the crystallisation mechanism. A linear increase
with log (t), attributed to secondary crystallisation [1,2,12], is seen to follow this.
The analysis was conducted assuming a two-phase crystallisation model; a
primary stage in which crystals grow until impingement occurs and a secondary stage in
which further development of crystallinity occurs within the boundaries of the
crystalline regions.
These two stages follow a different time dependency and so are described by
modified Avrami equations. The primary stage was limited to the initial stages up to a
point, Xp,∞, at which secondary crystallisation was considered to dominate the increase
in crystallinity. The Avrami equation was modified to include the two, so
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𝑿𝒑,𝒕 = 𝑿𝒑,∞ [𝟏 − 𝒆𝒙𝒑(−𝒁𝒑 (𝒕 − 𝒕𝒊 )𝒏𝒑 )]

Equation 5.7

where Xp,t is the crystalline fraction developed at time t, Zp and np are the rate constant
and the Avrami exponent for the primary process respectively and ti is the induction
time. The parameters Xp,∞ and ti were adjustable and represented the end of the primary
process and the initial onset of crystallisation respectively. The optimum values of
these parameters were selected as those that provided the best linear fit to the Avrami
plot, using the regression coefficient R2, and were taken from the intersection of the
primary and secondary processes. These along with the primary crystallisation rate
parameters determined from this analysis are presented in Table 5.1 with the linear plot
of log [-ln (1-Xp,t/Xp,∞)] against log(t) given in Figure 5.11. The effect of varying the
induction time, ti, on the linearity of the Avrami plot and the sum of the squares of the
residuals, R2, are presented in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 and enabled the optimum
values of n and ti to be determined.
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Figure 5.11 – Avrami double-log plot for the primary process of crystallisation between 43-47 °C
Table 5.1 – Avrami parameters for primary crystallisation.

Temp (oC)

Xp,∞

n ± 0.2

ti (min)

t1/2 (min)

43

0.455

2.36

0

20

Zp (min-n)
x106
8150

44

0.395

3.12

5

30

171

45

0.500

2.61

10

74

10.2

46

0.390

2.30

15

108

14.6

47

0.330

2.63

20

130

1.91
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Figure 5.12 - The effect of induction time on the linearity of the log(-ln(Xp,inf –Xt)/Xp,inf)) plots
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A

B
Figure 5.13 – Effect of induction time on
A – degree of fit and B – n value
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The crystallisation rate parameters for the primary process are listed in Table 5.1
and show strong dependence in both half-life, t1/2, and the rate constant, Zp, with
temperature. The t1/2 values were taken to be the time at Xp,∞/2 and exhibited an
exponential increase with crystallisation temperature. Zp was calculated from
Zp = ln2 / (t1/2)n

Equation 5.8

This decreased exponentially with increasing crystallisation temperature and is
characteristic of nucleation controlled crystallisation.

The best fit values of Xp,∞

indicate the primary process was restricted to the first 27-35% crystallinity, and this
percentage increased with increasing temperature.
The observed n values of 2.4 and 3.1 ± 0.2 are in line with those previously
determined for PCL [13-16], and with those values observed previously in this thesis
from the DSC experiments.

Chen and Wu (2007) [13] found that the primary

crystallisation of PCL exhibited n values of 2.6 – 2.9 whilst Atanase et al (2011) [15]
obtained n values of 2.5 – 3.1; both adopted isothermal temperatures similar to those
used in this thesis and their results are in good agreement with the results listed in Table
5.1. The values of n have been attributed to predetermined nucleation of spherulites as
required by the Avrami equation for which n should be 3.0. Many reasons for the
observation of fractional values have been cited in the literature, and these involve nonuniform nucleation and non-negligible volume of nuclei [17-18].
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5.1.2.2 Secondary Crystallisation

Secondary

crystallisation

processes

occur

consecutively

to

primary

crystallisation and is deemed to begin after the primary stage has finished. Several
kinetic equations have been developed to follow the development of secondary
crystallisation with time, but the most widely accepted is that it obeys an Avrami
equation with an n value of 1.0.
If primary and secondary crystallisation are consecutive processes, then the
fractional crystallinity, Xt, at time, t, is the sum of the two Avrami equations, where
Xt = Xp,t + Xs,t

Equation 5.9

If these two processes have final values of Xp,∞ and Xs,∞, the fractional crystallinity at
the end of primary and secondary crystallisation respectively, then
Xt = Xp,∞ [1-(exp(-Zp𝒕𝒏𝒑 )] + Xs,∞ [1-(exp(-Zs(𝐭 − 𝒕𝒑,∞ )𝒏𝒔 )]

Equation 5.10

At the end of the primary process, at Xp,∞, the first term is constant and if the secondary
process is analysed when Xt > Xp,∞ then
Xt = Xp,∞ + Xs,∞ [1-(exp(-Zs(𝐭 − 𝒕𝒑,∞ )𝒏𝒔 )]

Equation 5.11

Avrami plots for the secondary process are given in Figure 5.14 and the kinetic
parameters obtained are presented in Table 5.2. The best fit values of ns were
determined in the linear region of dependence on log(t).
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Figure 5.14 – Avrami fit to secondary crystallisation

R2

Xp,∞

Xs,∞ - Xs,∞

(𝒎𝒊𝒏 )
1.58

0.950

0.45

0.081

0.67

1.51

0.933

0.40

0.086

121

0.89

2.01

0.966

0.47

0.056

46

230

1.25

3.11

0.978

0.34

0.071

47

186

1.05

2.51

0.982

0.35

0.066

Temp
(oC)
43

t1/2 (min)

n ± 0.1

79

0.75

44

103

45

-logZs
−𝒏𝒔

Table 5.2 –Avrami parameters for secondary crystallisation
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As can be seen from Figure 5.14, the plots are linear and exhibit a successful fit
of the Avrami equation to the data. In most cases the lines are parallel, with an average
n value of 1.0 ± 0.3, and there was no systematic change with crystallisation
temperature; differences were only noticed with choice of Xp,∞ and tp,∞. Values of the
half-life were calculated from the Zs value since
t1/2 = ( ln2 / Zs)1/n

Equation 5.12

These increased with temperature, consistent with nucleation control of crystallisation.
5.1.2.3 Temperature Dependence of Crystallisation Growth Rates

The temperature dependence of crystallisation can be estimated over a wide
range of temperatures using an expression based on the theory of Hoffman & Lauritzen
[19] which was modified by Chan & Isayev [20]. This equation assumes that the
number of nucleation sites is dependent on temperature and that all sites are activated at
the same time, and describes the overall rate of crystallisation as a function of
temperature.

The spherulite growth rates, g and g0 from the Hoffman-Lauritzen

expression were substituted for (1/t1/2) and (1/t1/2)0 respectively to give the overall
function

(

𝟏
𝒕𝟏⁄

𝟐

)=(

𝟏
𝒕𝟏⁄

𝟐

)𝟎 𝐞𝐱𝐩 [

−𝑲𝒈
−𝑼 ∗
] 𝐞𝐱𝐩 [
]
𝑹(𝑻 − 𝑻∞ )
𝑻(∆𝑻)

Equation 5.13

where U* is the activation energy of viscous flow and taken to be 6284 J mol. -1 [21], T∞
is the thermodynamic glass transition temperature, Kg the nucleation constant, T the
crystallisation temperature, and ΔT the super-cooling from the equilibrium melting
point, Tom.
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Figure 5.15 shows plots of ln (1/t1/2)+U*/R(T-T∞) against 1/(TT) for both
primary and secondary crystallisation, with both sets of data exhibiting linear
The slopes of the lines were 1.84 and 1.01 x105 K2 respectively,

relationships.

corresponding to the nucleation regimes I and II. Primary crystallisation occurs under
Regime I and secondary crystallisation occurs under Regime II, since the ratio of K is
around 2:1 [1].

Figure 5.15 – Dependence of half-life on the degree of super-cooling

Following Hoffman and Lauritzen’s theory of nucleation, Regime I is
considered to occur at low degrees of super-cooling, i.e. at high crystallisation
temperatures. Secondary nucleation of the growth surface is rate determined since the
first act of nucleation is slow compared with coverage of the surface, and there is a
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delay before the next layer is nucleated. For this model the growing surface is smooth
and
KI = 4bσσeTom / ΔHvk

Equation 5.14

where b is the monomolecular layer thickness, taken to be the perpendicular separation
of (010) planes.  is free energy of the side surface of the polymer crystal, e the fold
surface free energy, k is the Boltzmann constant and ΔHv the enthalpy of fusion per unit
volume. The equilibrium melting point, Tom, of PCL was taken to be 80 °C, plotting
experimental data of Tm against Tc and extrapolating the line to intersect Tm = Tc. This
procedure is described by Hoffman and Weeks and is outlined in Section 1.6.
Regime II is normally observed at lower temperatures, where there are higher
degrees of super-cooling, and secondary nucleation is considered to be much quicker
where it occurs before the surface layer is covered. For this model, the surface is rough
and there are numerous secondary nuclei;
KII = 2bσσeTom / ΔHvk

Equation 5.15

where all parameters are the same as above.
Using the crystallographic unit cell dimensions of a= 7.496 x 10-8 cm, b =
4.974 x 10-8 cm and c = 17.277 x 10-8 cm and with 4 monomer units per unit cell [22],
the heat of fusion per unit volume, ΔHv, was calculated to be 118.7 J cm-3 and the
crystalline density, 1.174 g cm-3.
σ was estimated [19,23-24] from
σ = 0.11ΔHv (ab)1/2
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Equation 5.16

From this calculation σ was determined to be 7.97 x10-3 and σe 5.49 x10-2 J cm-2.

5.2 Conclusions
The carbonyl absorbance band in the infra-red spectrum of PCL is sensitive to
changes in crystalline content and can be used to determine the degree of crystallinity as
a function of time. The fractional crystallinity is directly measured via deconvolution of
the absorption band into two components; amorphous and crystalline. An accuracy of
± 1% is sufficient for kinetic studies to be carried out on samples during crystallisation.
The advantage of this method is that both primary and secondary crystallisation
processes can be measured to a similar degree of accuracy and the kinetics can be
investigated at higher temperatures and for longer periods than by other analytical
methods such as DSC. This enables the secondary crystallisation stage to be studied in
greater detail than is possible by DSC.
The overall crystallisation identified two consecutive processes exhibiting
different time dependencies, and was attributed to primary and secondary
crystallisation. Modified versions of the Avrami equation were applied to each process,
producing separate Avrami exponents, n, assigned to each; 3.0 ± 0.4 for the primary
phase and attributed to the growth and impingement of spherulites; 1.0 ± 0.2 for the
secondary phase and attributed to the thickening of lamellae in a one-dimensional
growth which was confined to the amorphous regions between crystals.
Primary crystallisation was found to be initiated by secondary nucleation in
Regime I as outlined by Hoffman and Lauritzen.

This suggests slow secondary

nucleation and rapid cover of the growth face before further nucleation occurs,
providing a smooth growth surface. Secondary crystallisation was found to be initiated
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in Regime II where multiple nucleation of the growth face occurs and hence produces a
rough face to the growth surface. This is due to an increased difficulty in building
material on the surface of the lamellae as the melt is constrained between them.
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Chapter 6. – Ageing in PCL
Ageing measurements were carried out on bulk samples of PCL moulded and slow
cooled in a heated press, as outline in Chapter 2. These moulded plaques were stored in
an oven at 50°C, at room temperature (20°C), in a conventional fridge at 5°C and in a
freezer at -18°C for up to 6 months. Samples were removed at frequent time intervals;
dumb-bell shaped specimens had been cut from these and were used for conventional
tensile tests along with discs for DSC testing to measure the heat of fusion and the
melting points.

6.1 Results
6.1.1

Mechanical Properties

Figure 6.1 – Engineering stress-strain curve as initially produced and after 6 months at room
temperature
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Figure 6.2 –As in Figure 6.1 up to 50% strain

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show the stress-strain curves of samples at room temperature
as initially produced and after 6 months of storage at room temperature.

The

engineering stress/strain behaviour is characteristic of a ductile polymer which yields
with the formation of a neck at about 20% strain followed by a region in which the
sample uniformly draws to above 200%. The final rise in stress before ductile failure
above 1000% strain was attributed to the shape of the contoured ends of the specimens.
The localised yielding and the reduction in cross-sectional area in the necked region of
the specimen means that the stress displayed in the figures was not true stress but
engineering stress, i.e. F/A0 where F is the load in Newtons and A0 is the cross-sectional
area of the original specimen. The initial elastic modulus, taken as the gradient of the
line from zero stress until the curve deviated from a straight line, and the yield stress,
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taken as the maximum point of the elastic deformation, were considered to be
characteristic properties of the aged material. These were assessed using the regression
coefficient, R2, and values of both yield stress and modulus for all samples, along with
the standard deviation error, are listed in Table 6.1. The engineering stress-strain curves
appear to have the same general shape, with the sample exhibiting necking at the yield
stress. However the sharpness of the neck profile at the yield point is greater in the
samples that have been stored for longer periods and as a result the drawing stress
increased with time.

The yield stress also increased and necking occurred at

progressively lower strains with time, see Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. On drawing
beyond the yield point further minor necks were observed which gave rise to spikes in
the stress-strain curves as these drew into the yielded zone of the specimen. All the
specimens drew to the limit of the crosshead and no ductile fracture was observed. The
trend in mechanical properties on ageing is that of producing more brittle material with
increased modulus and yield stress.
These trends, particularly that of increased yield stress with time was seen at all
storage temperatures but to different extents; the freezer samples showed very little
change in yield stress over time, but at all other temperatures an increase in yield stress,
as well as an increase in the rate of increase, was observed. This can be seen in Table
6.1 and Figure 6.3 to Figure 6.6. The room temperature samples did however show a
greater increase in yield value than the oven samples, though this may have been due to
the oven condition being within the melting range of the polymer.
The modulus also increased with increasing storage time, and again exhibited
the same temperature dependence as the yield stress. The values with time and storage
temperatures can be seen in Table 6.1 along with the calculated error from five repeat
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experiments. The general trends exhibited by both the yield stress and the modulus are
shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6.
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Table 6.1 – The change in yield stress and modulus and the standard deviation (SD) with time at
different storage temperatures
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Figure 6.3 – Development of yield stress with ageing time

Figure 6.4 – Development of yield stress over the first 200 hours of ageing
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Figure 6.5 – Variation of modulus with ageing time

Figure 6.6 – Variation of modulus over the first 200 hours of ageing
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6.1.2

Effect of Ageing on Melting

Figure 6.7 shows the melting endotherms of samples aged at -18°C for 24, 168,
2520 and 3696 hours in comparison with the un-aged material. All samples were heated
at 10°C min-1 from room temperature to 70°C with the same sample mass.

There is

comparatively little difference between all of the endotherms in that the peak
temperatures, Tmax, aged for 0, 24 and 3696 hours have the same values within
experimental error and overall Tmax changes by only ± 1.0°C. However, a low melting
peak develops which is only apparent after ageing for 168 hours and moves with
increasing storage time to higher temperatures. This must be due to the development of
thin lamellae which grow within the amorphous layers between the lamellae present in
the original sample and thickened with time. Specimens aged above 2520 hours do not
show this low melting peak.
The melting endotherms of the specimens aged at 5°C are shown in Figure 6.8
over the same time scale. There is a greater change in Tmax and a more obvious trend of
the melting endotherms to higher temperatures with increased storage time. A low
melting endotherm becomes apparent after storing for 24 hours but the trend seen at 18°C is less apparent here, with some samples showing a low melting peak at lower
temperatures as storage time increases; this may be due to sample variation. However,
the lower temperature peak is not present in the endotherms of the material aged for
more than 2352 hours.
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Figure 6.7 - Melt endotherms for samples stored at -18°C at 0, 24, 168 2520 and 3696 hours
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Figure 6.8 - Melt endotherms for samples stored at 5°C at 0, 24, 168 2352 and 3696 hours
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The endotherms for the specimens aged at 20°C are shown in Figure 6.9. There
is clear separation between them and a progressive shift to higher temperatures with
storage time. After 24 hours a lower melting peak is apparent but this is not present in
any of the other isotherms, presumably because it has moved into the main endotherm.
The melt endotherms of the specimens aged at 50°C are shown in Figure 6.10
along with that of the un-aged specimen for comparison. It is clear that some partial
melting must occur prior to ageing at 50°C followed by recrystallization at this raised
temperature since the crystallinity of the sample has increased on ageing. There is a
large increase in Tmax after 24 hours and a progressive increase with storage time.
A melting point for the aged specimens was defined by Tmax since this
represented the temperature at which most of the crystallites in the specimens were
melting. It was also reproducible and convenient to measure. Tmax was plotted against
storage time at each ageing temperature in Figure 6.11. In every case, with the possible
exception of ageing at -18°C where little change was observed, the melting point
increased rapidly over the first 500 hours and then linearly with time; the linear rate also
increased with temperature. The increase with temperature indicates that ageing of PCL
cannot simply involve re-crystallisation since this is a nucleation controlled process, but
instead it has the characteristics of a thermally activated process such as diffusion
whose rate increases with temperature.
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Figure 6.9 - Melt endotherms for samples stored at 20°C at 0, 24, 168 2352 and 3696 hours
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Figure 6.10 - Melt endotherms for samples stored at 50°C at 0, 24, 168 2520 and 3696 hours
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Figure 6.11 - Effect of time on the peak melting point

6.1.3

Effect of Ageing on Crystallinity

The heat of fusion was determined from the area under the melting endotherm
and above the specific heat baseline drawn from the flat portion of the melting curves to
above the final trace of melting. The difficulty in drawing a reproducible baseline made
measurement of the heat of fusion inaccurate and produced a variation of ±5 % and
some considerable scatter in the data, see Figures 6.12 and 6.13.
From the heat of fusion, ΔHf, the percentage crystallinity was determined using
a value for the heat of fusion of completely crystalline PCL of 139.3 J g-1 [1] since
X = ΔHf / ΔH0f
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Equation 6.1

Figure 6.12 – Change in the percentage crystallinity on ageing up to 200 hours

Figure 6.13 – Change in the percentage crystallinity on ageing up to 4000 hours
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Figure 6.12 shows the change in the percentage crystallinity with time over a
short initial period and then over a more extended period, given in Figure 6.13. Despite
the large errors in determining the percentage crystallinity, as much as ± 5%, there is a
clear trend with time in that there is an initial rapid rise in crystallinity followed by a
slow rise or plateauing of the value at long periods. There is a clear separation of the
increase in crystallinity with temperature in that the higher crystallinities are achieved at
higher temperatures. The change in melting point and crystallinity appear to follow one
another.
Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 show the relationship between percentage
crystallinity and change in mechanical properties; yield stress and modulus respectively.
Both properties show a positive trend in that yield stress and modulus both increase
with increased crystallinity, although this increase with ageing is not particularly large.
These findings are consistent with the findings of El-Hadi et al [2] who also found both
yield stress and modulus to increase with increased crystallinity.

There is also a

separation between ageing at low and high temperatures, although the greater scatter in
the measurement of the modulus makes the trend less obvious for this property.
However, it is apparent that ageing at higher temperatures makes the material stiffer
with an increased modulus for the same degree of crystallinity. This could be due to the
effect of lamellae thickness as the material aged at higher temperature has a higher
melting point and accordingly the lamellae are thicker, and continue to thicken with
time as the crystallinity increased. This is shown in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.14 - Increase in yield stress as a function of % crystallinity at 50, 20, 5 and -18°C

Figure 6.15 - Increase in modulus as a function of % crystallinity at 50, 20 , 5 and -18°C
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The large initial increase in the peak melting temperature and the change of the
melting endotherm progressively to a higher temperature with the logarithm of time was
attributed to secondary crystallisation by Chen et al in a study of PET [3]. They
suggested that initially thin lamellae partially melted and were replaced with new
lamellae with increased stem thickness since they had re-crystallising at a higher
temperature. This is followed by secondary crystallisation in which the crystallinity
increases with log time and at the same time the lamellae thicken progressively with
increased melting points. In order to follow this train of thought the average stem
length of the samples were calculated following the procedure adopted by Chen et al
[3].

Figure 6.16 - The increase in melting point as a function of % crystallinity at 50, 20 , 5 and -18°C
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Figure 6.17 - Linear dependence of melting point on log(t)

6.1.4

Effect of Ageing on Lamellae Stem Length

Flory & Vrij [4] proposed a model for the dependence of the melting point of
linear hydrocarbons on chain length, which was modified by Hay [5] for uniform
oligomers in particular ethylene terephthalate oligomers, which gives the melting point
of an oligomer with n repeat monomer units as
Tm ≈ Tom [1-2RTmln(n)/nΔh - 2σe/nΔh + ΔCpΔT(n-1)/nΔh]
Equation 6.2

where Δh is the heat of fusion per repeat unit (for completely crystalline PCL this value
is 139.3 J g-1 [1]) and ΔCp is the difference in heat capacity between the crystalline and
amorphous phases. Both of these terms were measured at the equilibrium melting point
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Tom taken to be 80°C. The term σe comes from the surface free energy of the crystal
and 2RTmln(n) from the entropy of mixing of the terminal segments.

This term

dominates all the others enabling the relationship between Tm and n to be simplified [6]
to
Tm ≈ Tom [1-2RTmln(n)/nΔh]

Equation 6.3

with all terms representing the variables as described above.
This is based on the work by Broadhurst [7] but adapted to include temperature
dependence of the thermodynamic parameters and to include the entropy of mixing of
the terminal units with the rest of the n groups on melting. The adaptation by Hay was
from modifying the term R ln(n) introduced by Flory & Vrij to 2R ln(n) to account for
the two terminal units and two surface free energy terms. In using the equation it was
assumed that n was large and ΔT is comparatively small.
In the melting range the DSC temperature recorded was used as Tm and the
vertical height above the baseline provided a relative measure of the mass of material
melting at Tm. Tm was converted to ln(n)/n by rearranging Equation 6.3 to give
n/ln(n) ≈ 2RTomTmΔh/(Tom – Tm) = A

Equation 6.4

and then the value of n determined from a polynomial fit of n against ln(n)/n. This
process is described in more detail by Chen et al [3].
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Figure 6.18 – Change in average stem length with time

Figure 6.18 shows the change in average stem length with time, calculated as
defined above. There is a general trend of increased stem length with storage time and
the rate of increase was greater at higher temperatures, implying that the thickening
can’t be nucleation controlled as this mechanism would be expected to show the
opposite dependence on temperature. The non-linear portion of the curve depicting
change in average stem length over time at the oven storage temperature was attributed
to partial melting and recrystallization of the samples. The relationship seen when
plotting average stem length as a function of the square root of time, given in Figure
6.19, exhibits a progressive increase in the rate of growth. There is a drop in the growth
rate as the temperature decreases, implying that the process is not nucleation controlled
but is a thermally activated process obeying an Arrhenius relationship.
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Figure 6.19 – Dependence of the average stem length on the square root of time

Activation Energy 40 ± 5 kJ mol1

Figure 6.20 – Arrhenius plot of the logarithm of stem growth rate against reciprocal temperature
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The dependence of the stem length on the square root of time suggests that
growth is diffusion controlled and since diffusion is a thermally activated process it
should follow an Arrhenius relationship of
g = A exp(-ΔEd/RT)

Equation 6.5

where g is the crystal growth rate, A is a pre-exponential factor, R is the gas constant
and ΔEd is the activation energy for diffusion. The rate data presented in Figure 6.20 is
given as an Arrhenius plot of log(g) against reciprocal temperature and implies an
increase in growth rate with increasing temperature which is the opposite to that seen in
primary crystallisation, where growth rate slows with increasing temperature. The
relationship exhibited in secondary crystallisation may suggest that the diffusion
process is governed by reptation, where an increase in thermal energy increases
mobility of the polymer chains and therefore increases the rate of crystal growth [8-9].

6.2 Conclusions
The storage of PCL samples at different temperatures ranging from -18 to 50°C
results in an increase in crystallinity with time and increasing the temperature of storage
increases the rate at which the crystallinity developed. This increase in crystallinity
alone accounts for the change in mechanical properties by the stiffening effect of
increasing the hard crystalline phase within the soft rubber-like amorphous phase. The
change in the melting endotherms to higher temperatures is due to a progressive
thickening of the lamellae with storage which causes an increase in melting point. The
increase in rate of thickening with temperature along with the increase in stem length as
a function of the square root of time suggests that ageing is controlled by diffusion and
that the crystallinity develops with all the characteristics of secondary crystallisation.
This will be considered further in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7. Secondary Crystallisation of PCL

●

Xc

○ 1-Xa

Figure 7.1 – The increase in fractional crystallinity due to secondary crystallisation with the square
root of the crystallisation time.

In Chapter 5, secondary crystallisation was attributed to the linear thickening of
lamella with time following an Avrami equation with n value of 1.0 ± 0.2. It was
previously mentioned that Chen [1] had recently associated it with a diffusion
controlled crystallisation, since he found that the stem length increased with the square
root of time and the rate of growth increased with temperature. This was also observed
in this thesis during the ageing of PCL, as shown in Figure 6.19 of the previous chapter.
As a result of this, the development of crystallinity with time has been revisited but only
in the region of secondary crystallisation. The fractional crystallinity is plotted as a
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function of the square root of time and shown in Figure 7.1 which exhibits an excellent
linear dependence, as supported by the strength of the R2 values presented in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 – R2 values to show the strength of linear relationship between fractional crystallinity and
the square root of time

Temperature (°C)

R2 value

43

0.937

44

0.989

45

0.934

46

0.961

47

0.989

The rate constant determined from the slope of the line increased with
temperature; although there is scatter in the results there is a general trend for the rate
constant to increase with increasing temperature. Values of the rate constant for each
crystallisation temperature are given in Table 7.2. This relationship is inconsistent with
a nucleation controlled process, but rather suggests a diffusion controlled process.
Table 7.2 – Diffusion coefficient for secondary crystallisation

Crystallisation Temperature Fractional Crystallinity

Diffusion Rate

(°C)

Xp,∞

ks x 103 (min-1/2)

43

0.49 ± 0.01

1.92 ± 0.5

44

0.40 ±0.01

4.25 ± 2.0

45

0.52 ± 0.01

1.00 ± 0.5

46

0.40 ± 0.01

3.39 ± 1.0

47

0.34 ± 0.01

3.72 ± 1.0
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Several kinetic equations have been derived to follow the development of secondary
crystallisation with time. Most authors consider that it obeys an Avrami equation with
n = 1.0 due to a 1-dimensional increase in thickness of the lamellae with impingement
on adjacent lamellae. However, this suggests a dependence of log (Xt) on time and does
not account for the observed dependence of Xt on log time. It also gives a poor fit of
the crystallisation - time data [2,3].

Recently it was observed that secondary

crystallisation of PET [4,5] is associated with an increase in lamellae thickness and
local diffusion of the chain segments on to the growth face for which the secondary
crystallinity, Xs,t, increases with the square root of the crystallisation time. If it is
assumed that secondary crystallisation occurs within the boundaries of the spherulites,
developing with the extent of primary crystallisation, Xp,t then
Xt = Xp,t + Xs,t = Xp,t + Xp,t ks t ½ = Xp,∞ (1-exp-Ztn) ( 1+ ks t1/2)
Equation 7.1

At values of Xt > Xp,∞ ,the function exp(- Ztn ) = 0 and the increase in fractional
crystallinity with time becomes, crystallization equation becomes
Xs,t = Xp,∞ ( 1+ ks t1/2)

Equation 7.2

Xs,t is the measured fractional crystallinity, above Xp,∞, determined from the crystalline
carbonyl absorption but it can also be independently determined from the amorphous
content, Xs,t since Xc,t = 1-Xa . Both Xc,t and 1-Xa.t after the primary process are plotted
against t1/2 in Figure 7.1 and the linear plot observed were used to determine the rate
constant, ks. The large uncertainty in ks, listed in Table 7.2, is a result of the error in
determining Xc and the very small increment in it over the whole secondary process.
Nevertheless there was an increase in diffusion rate with temperature consistent with it
being a thermally activated process obeying Arrhenius dependence, i.e.
ks = A exp(- ΔE/RT)
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Equation 7.3

where A is pre-exponential factor, ΔE the activation energy for diffusion, R gas
constant and T temperature. The activation energy over this limited temperature range
was determined to be 100 ± 50 K J mol-1.
Two different crystallisation mechanisms have been observed in the
crystallisation of PCL which are associated with primary and secondary crystallisation.
From this and previous work [1,4-6] these are considered to be universally applicable to
the melt crystallisation of most polymers.
The primary and secondary stages are readily distinguished by their different time
dependences. The primary stage develops by nucleation and growth of branching
lamellae which develop into spheres and grow linearly with time. An Avrami equation
with n= 3.0 readily accounts for the exponential increase in fractional crystallinity with
time and with the observed linear growth of spherulites. The temperature dependence
of growth and the thickness of the lamellae are nucleation control and can be accounted
for by the theory of Hoffman et al [7] The lamellae grow by secondary nucleation on the
lateral face in Regime I and the nucleation of the growth face is rate determining.
Since this is followed by rapid coverage of the nucleated surface, the growth face is
molecularly smooth and the lamellae thickness is constant at a critical value determined
by the degree of super-cooling.
A different mechanism is required to explain the very low time dependence of the
secondary process, the change in melting point and lamellar thickening with the extent
of secondary crystallisation, the linear dependence of the increase in crystallinity with
the square root of time, and the increase in rate with temperature. These observations
are inconsistent with nucleation but consistent with diffusion control.
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7.1 Reptation Theory and Segmental Diffusion
De Gennes [8-9] and later Doi & Edwards [10] have pointed out that the long
ranged mobility of polymer chains in a polymer melt are highly restricted by
entanglements between adjacent chains.

These are so restricting that long range

mobility can only occur by reptation of the chain segments. They envisaged that each
chain exist in a virtual tube created by the presence of adjacent chains which were
excluded from it. An individual chain could only move by segments rotating backwards
and forwards within the tube - a process of reptation. The tube is not created by van der
Waals forces creating an excluded volume but by the presence of the entanglements
between adjacent chains such that the diameter of the tube is of the order of the distance
between adjacent entanglements along a chain. The diameter of the tube is of the order
of several microns. It is considered that as the tube disappears immediately an
entanglement disappears and reforms around the remaining entanglements; it also
follows the contour of the chain as it diffuses through the melt. This theory has been
successful in accounting for the melt viscosity of polymer melt and partly its
dependence on the molecular weight of a polymer above the onset of entanglements, i.e.
M3.4.

Two diffusion mechanisms and the time dependence of segmental mobility are
important in the Reptation Theory [11] and have been observed in self diffusion studies
using deuterated polymers [12,13] and computer modelling of polymer chains diffusing
[14]; these are a dependence of diffusion distance on time, i.e. t and on the square root
of time, i.e. t1/2.

In diffusion over distances greater than the tube diameter the
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displacement of the segments is constrained by entanglements and the process is that of
large segments reptating. For this, the displacement increases linearly over time, t , i.e.
<(Rn (t) – Rn(0)> = k’ t

Equation 7.4

Incorporating the reptation theory of the melt mobility into Hoffman and Weeks
model of nucleation of lamellar crystals primary crystallization occurs by the lateral
extension in the ab direction of the unit cell and involves the sufficient segments of the
chain to cover the full stem length.

This is many times greater than the number of

segments between entanglements in the melt and the reeling in of the chain segments on
to the growth face will be inhibited by entanglements. Diffusion of this length of chain
will follow Equation 7.4 and a linear dependence of the growth rate on time will be
observed. The average lamellae stem length is many times the radius of the virtual tube,
about 5 to 20 nm cf.3-5 nm. Diffusion of the segments on to the critical size nuclei and
subsequent growth will be constrained by chain entanglements and growth will be linear
with time. The growth, however, is nucleation controlled as the rate determining step.
If the segmental displacement is less than the distance between adjacent
entanglements then the segments involve is not constrained by the entanglements and
the displacement of chain segments is
<(Rn (t) – Rn(0)> = kt1/2

Equation 7.5

where k’ and k are the corresponding diffusion coefficients. If as suggested lamellae
thickening occurs at edge and step dislocations [15] the reduced surface energy
contribution will decrease the critical thickness of the tertiary nuclei to below the
entanglement distance and growth will increase along the thickness of the lamellae with
the square root of time and nucleation ceases to be the rate determining step.
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7.2 Conclusions
The secondary crystallisation occurs by extension of the ‘fold surface’ and the
thickening of the lamellae. The time dependence of growth can only be explained by
small segments of the chain being incorporated on to the crystal on the time scale of the
local segmental mobility and independent of entanglements. This does not have the
characteristics of a nucleation controlled process but increases in rate with increasing
temperature.
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Chapter 8. Conclusions & Further Work
8.1 Conclusions
Partially crystalline PCL stored at different temperatures well above the glass
transition temperature ages with the development of further crystallinity and an increase
in melting point, yield stress and elastic modulus with time. The change in mechanical
properties can readily be accounted for by the increased crystallinity and the melting
point to an increase in lamellae thickness. Over the temperature range studied, the rate
of ageing increase with temperature and the dependence of stem length on the square
root of storage time observed are both consistent with diffusion control and inconsistent
with nucleation control.
It is clear that partially crystalline PCL ages by a continuation of the
crystallisation at a rate determined by the storage temperature and by the mechanism
occurring prior to ageing. In this thesis, the crystalline samples were produced on slow
cooling, had a high degree of crystallinity which had developed into the secondary
crystallisation prior to ageing; subsequent ageing occurred by a continuation of the
secondary crystallisation. Only on ageing at 50°C was there a different mechanism due
primarily to the initial partial melting of the sample, followed by re-crystallisation from
seeds left by the residual lamellae. Secondary crystallisation only became apparent at a
later stage when the resulting spherulites or lamellae clusters had stopped growing by
impinging with adjacent ones.
Secondary crystallisation occurs by extension of the “fold surface” and the
thickening of the lamellae. This does not have the characteristics of a nucleation
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controlled process but appears to increase in rate with increasing temperature. The time
dependence of growth can only be explained if small segments of the chain are
incorporated on to the crystal face and the local mobility is independent of
entanglements. The growth face must be small and much less than the number of
segments between entanglements.

The reeling-in of the chain segments on to the

growth face can be determined by local mobility within the virtual tube. Diffusion of
this length of chain will follow Equation 7.5 and a dependence of the growth rate on the
square root of time will be observed.
During isothermal crystallisation, the rate of heat evolution is a measure of the
crystallisation rate and the extent to which this is measured is limited by the sensitivity
of the thermal sensors. In measuring the isothermal kinetics of crystallisation by DSC
only the primary stage of the crystallisation could be studied with sufficient accuracy to
determine the rate parameters and their temperature dependence.

The subsequent

secondary process made little or no contribution to the overall development of
crystallinity with time and the derived rate parameters had little significance. However,
DSC was used to investigate the primary crystallisation, as this is a common practice
and well documented in the literature [1-4] and the rate parameters were consistent with
a mechanism of growth of predetermined spherulites for which the Avrami n value was
around 3.0 and the half-life decreased with decreasing crystallisation temperature,
consistent with nucleation control of growth.
FTIR spectroscopy was found potentially capable of studying the overall
crystallisation kinetics of PCL since the ester carbonyl band at 1720-30 cm-1 changed
progressively with crystallinity. This was confirmed by 2D correlation spectroscopy on
spectra measured during melting and crystallising. The angel pattern obtained for the
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symmetrical correlation map confirmed the presence of two overlapping bands
attributed to amorphous and crystalline phases, with a simultaneous change in intensity
and a shift in position. The carbonyl peak at 1725 cm-1 was due to absorption of
crystalline and 1735 cm-1 to the amorphous regions and the linear correlation of the
absorbances of each at constant temperature was consistent with this interpretation.
Accordingly the absorbance of the separated components was used as a measure of the
fractional crystallinity and amorphous content and each was measured directly from
absorbance and not limited by the sensitivity of the spectrometers response but only by
the length of time one was prepared to wait for the change in absorbance.
Versions of the Avrami equation, modified so that they could be applied to each
process, gave exponent values, n, of 3.0 ± 0.4 and 1.0 ± 0.2 respectively. This was
consistent with a primary crystallisation mechanism of the growth of spherulites up to
impingement during primary crystallisation and one-dimensional growth of the
thickening of lamellae during secondary crystallisation. A modified version of the
Hoffman & Lauritzen equation was applied to the temperature dependence of the rate
parameters and the result suggested that primary crystallisation was initiated by
secondary nucleation in Regime I and secondary crystallisation was initiated in Regime
II with multiple nucleation of the growth face.
8.2

Future Work
The ageing of a sample of PCL has been studied in some detail and the changes

observed in material properties correlated with the increase in overall crystallinity with
square root of the dwell time. The ageing mechanism has been attributed to secondary
crystallisation with an increase in thickness of the lamellae originally present in the
sample. The increase in crystallinity and in stem length stiffens the crystalline polymer
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by the lamellae reinforcing the mobile melt. It would be very interesting to extend this
study to a range of PCL samples with very different molecular weight; to samples with
molecular weights above and below the entanglement molecular weight and to samples
with different degrees of crystallinity and different lamellae stem lengths. It would also
be interesting to change the polymer systems particularly to those partially crystalline
polymers with glass transitions well above conventional working temperatures to see
how universal the ageing process is. This would increase the knowledge on the effect of
ageing on material properties and the understanding of the mechanism of secondary
crystallisation.
FTIR thermal analysis has been extremely useful in following the overall
crystallisation behaviour of PCL; both primary and secondary crystallisations have been
studied equally well. The analysis relies on the deconvolution of the carbonyl band into
amorphous and crystalline bands; it would be useful to extend this technique to other
polymer systems, to see how universally applicable the technique is and to establish
other IR absorption bands which are sensitive to structural rather than any differences in
the configuration.
Finally the kinetics of secondary crystallisation of other polymer systems should
be measured to confirm or otherwise the propose mechanism of growth controlled by
local segment migration.
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